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Abstract
We study the addition of Nf flavor D5-branes to supergravity solutions describing D5-
branes wrapping two-cycles of genus g > 1 inside a six-dimensional space equipped with
an SU(3)-structure. The non-zero genus g on the gravity side is dual to the existence of
massless adjoint chiral superfields. Three types of internal manifolds are considered, each
involving one of the following fibered products: H2 × S˜L2, S2 × S˜L2 or H2 × S3, where S˜L2
stands for the universal cover of SL(2,R). For the first one, we investigate the dual field
theories. We show that some of the solutions with Nf 6= 0 are dual to four-dimensional
N = 1 field theories exhibiting a Kutasov-like duality taking Nc → kNf − Nc and keeping
Nf fixed. Computed from the supergravity picture, k is in general a rational number, which
can be made integer to fit the expectation from the field theory side. We finally study some
other properties of those field theories.
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1 Introduction
The AdS/CFT correspondence [1, 2] has been a quite active field from its very inception.
Since then, it has greatly evolved, and it now stands as the best understood example of
the general belief that many quantum field theories, at least in a certain regime where
they are strongly coupled, should admit a description in terms of a string theory in higher
dimensions. When the QFT is a gauge theory in its planar limit, we call this field of study
the gauge/gravity correspondence: it establishes the dual character between a given gauge
theory in its large ‘t Hooft coupling regime and a corresponding weakly coupled string theory,
that reduces in this correspondence to a gravity theory.
Although the long-standing goal of finding a dual to QCD has not been achieved yet, the
correspondence (which has not been formally proven), has been thoroughly tested through
many examples, and we have learned many exciting things about the way it works. A lot of
these examples beautifully show how certain QFT-like features can be realized geometrically.
But a full understanding of the gauge/gravity duality is still lacking, and with each new
example, new details are unveiled. In this paper, we would like to contribute one more
example, which we hope provides some new insight.
We will be looking at supergravity solutions corresponding to branes wrapping compact
cycles, an approach set forth by [3]. Wrapping branes on cycles of non-trivial homology
does not seem to be a much explored avenue (see however [3, 4, 5]), although a lot of
mathematical structure appears, that relates to interesting physics. One recent example is
the construction by Gaiotto and Maldacena [6], using M5-branes wrapping Riemann surfaces
of arbitrary genus, of the gravity duals of certain N = 2 super-conformal theories previously
found by Gaiotto [7]. We are interested here in a related configuration, yielding different
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physics though: we will wrap D5-branes on Riemann surfaces with genus g > 1, preserving
only four supercharges. We refer to such surfaces as hyperbolic cycles since we build them as
quotients of hyperbolic spaces. Our main motivation for doing this is to look for the gravity
duals of theories displaying Kutasov duality [8], that appears when one has a non-trivial
adjoint matter content in an SU(Nc) gauge theory with fundamental matter. The fact that
the adjoint content is non-trivial is directly related to having g > 1. One formal way to
explain this is using the index theorem like in [3], that determines the number of fermion
zero-modes from the topology of the space. As shown there, having a non-trivial genus g > 1
implies the existence of (g−1) massless adjoint fermions. Another way to think about those
adjoints is that they roughly correspond to the zero-modes of the B-field on the cycles of
different homology within the Riemann surface.
As we said, Kutasov duality involves the presence of fundamental matter in the gauge
theory. The way to implement this on the gravity side is to introduce a smeared distribution
of branes. This technique was first used in [9, 10]. For a recent review on how to use it
for the addition of unquenched flavor in the gauge/gravity correspondence, one can have a
look at [11]. The basic idea is that introducing a set of branes (called flavor branes) in a
supergravity solution is dual to introducing fundamental degrees of freedom (flavors) in the
gauge theory. In order to explore the Veneziano limit of this gauge theory, one has to take
the number of flavors Nf ∼ Nc. This implies that Nf will be large as well as Nc, meaning for
the dual supergravity solution that one cannot neglect the backreaction of the flavor branes
on the geometry. The modified action one has to study is then
S = SIIB + Ssources , (1.1)
where Ssources will be the sum of the actions of the Nf flavor branes. If these branes are
coincident, the resulting system will be generally breaking some of the isometries (which are
global symmetries of the field theory according to the AdS/CFT dictionary) of the original
unflavored background. On top of that, the equations of motion of such a configuration will
form a system of coupled non-linear PDE’s, in general very hard to solve. The smearing
technique solves both of these problems by exploiting the fact that there are a large number
of flavor branes: one smears their distribution over some of the coordinates transverse to
them, restoring the original isometries, and yielding equations of motion that are ordinary
differential equations.
For the configurations we will be studying, the action of type IIB supergravity reduces to
(in Einstein frame):
SIIB =
1
2κ210
[∫ √−g(R− 1
2
∂µφ∂
µφ
)
− 1
2
∫ (
eφF(3) ∧ ∗F(3)
)]
, (1.2)
while the action for the smeared sources is:
Ssources = −TD5
∫ (
eφ/2KD5 − C(6)
)
∧ Ξ , (1.3)
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where Ξ is the so-called smearing form that accounts for the distribution of the flavor branes,
and KD5 is the calibration form for the D5-branes. This calibration form can be defined in
terms of spinor bilinears (see [12] for the details of this construction), and the fact that it
is appearing in (1.3) instead of the usual volume factor is due to supersymmetry. Indeed, a
flavor brane being supersymmetric is equivalent to the statement that the pullback of KD5
on its world-volume equals its volume form.
The introduction of Ssources in (1.1) modifies the equations of motion of type IIB super-
gravity. In addition, it is responsible for the violation of the Bianchi identity for F3, which
allows us to relate the smearing form to the RR flux:
dF(3) = 2κ
2
10TD5 Ξ . (1.4)
In this paper, we decide to look for solutions of (1.3) that are dual to field theories
exhibiting a Kutasov-like duality. Kutasov duality is a generalization of Seiberg duality [13].
It relates two four-dimensional N = 1 gauge theories. One has gauge group SU(Nc), with
Nf chiral multiplets in the fundamental representation, and one adjoint chiral superfield X
with the following superpotential:
W (X) = Tr
k∑
l=1
glX
l+1 . (1.5)
where k is an integer. The second gauge theory, related by Kutasov duality to the one
we just described, is very similar: it has gauge group SU(kNf − Nc) with Nf fundamental
chiral superfields and one adjoint one Y . In addition it has N2f mesons. The details of the
construction of the mesons and the superpotential for Y in terms of quantities of the first
gauge theory can be found in [8]. It can be generalized to the case where we have multiple
generations of adjoint chiral superfields [14]. We will show the way one can see this Kutasov
duality in our supergravity solutions. Especially, we will identify the parameter k of the
duality with some gravity quantities.
The structure of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 we find the supergravity differential
equations describing branes wrapping Riemann surfaces with higher genus. We will be able
to reduce the study of this system of equations to the study of a simple ordinary second-order
differential equation. We systematically investigate the solutions of this ODE in Section 3.
In Section 4 we critically analyze several features of the dual gauge theory to our brane
configuration. We show, among other things, that we do see a realization of Kutasov duality
in the supergravity picture. Section 5 can be read independently, and can be skipped at first;
it deals with a generalization of the ansatz previously used, allowing for more general brane
configurations, as well as with the study of its solutions. We did not however study the field
theories dual to those additional solutions. Finally we present some conclusions. We further
include several appendices filling in some missing details and complementing the main text.
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2 The H2 × S˜L2 ansatz
Our goal is to find type IIB supergravity solutions that correspond to D5-branes wrapping
Riemann surfaces of higher genus. As we know from the uniformization theorem (see Section
2.5 for details), these admit a geometric structure modeled on the hyperbolic plane H2, this
being the reason why we will often refer to these surfaces as hyperbolic two-cycles. As we
will argue later (see Section 4), our motivation in looking for such configurations is that of
finding gravity duals to supersymmetric gauge theories with massless adjoint matter. For
the moment, in these first sections, we focus only on the gravity side and the quest for these
new type IIB supergravity solutions.
We are interested in finding geometries dual to four-dimensional N = 1 gauge theories.
One simple way to achieve this is by endowing the geometries with an SU(3)-structure.
Additionally it tells us that we should wrap our D5-branes on a two-cycle as mentioned
before so that, for energies that appear small compared to the inverse size of the cycle, the
six-dimensional theory on the branes reduces to a four-dimensional one. There is a close
example that achieves exactly this, which is the so-called Maldacena-Nu´n˜ez model [15, 16].
So it is interesting to revisit it as a starting point for motivating the ansatz we will use later
(the reader who wants to skip this part can jump directly to (2.13)). In fact, for our present
purpose, it is far more appropriate to have a look at a generalization of the MN solution:
the one found in [10] by Casero, Nu´n˜ez and Paredes, that has come to be known as the
CNP solution, which accounts for the inclusion of dynamical massless flavors into the MN
background (see also [17] for a more precise matching with the dual field theory). Let us
recall then how this CNP geometry looks like.
2.1 The CNP solution
By wrapping a large number Nc of D5-branes on a two-sphere inside a Calabi-Yau three-
fold, and adding a smeared set of Nf (∼ Nc) D5-branes overlapping with the former along
Minkowski space-time, one finds a type IIB supergravity solution dual to an N = 1 SU(Nc)
SQCD-like theory with Nf flavors.
In Einstein frame, and with the conventions α′ = 1 = gs, the metric, RR three-form and
dilaton cast as:
ds2 = e2f
[
dx21,3 + e
2kdr2 + e2h
(
σ21 + σ
2
2
)
+
e2g
4
(
(ω1 − A1)2 + (ω2 − A2)2
)
+
e2k
4
(ω3 − A3)2
]
,
(2.1)
F3 = −Nc
4
∧
i
(ωi −Bi) + Nc
4
∑
i
Gi ∧ (ωi −Bi)− Nf
4
σ1 ∧ σ2 ∧ (ω3 −B3) , (2.2)
φ = 4f , (2.3)
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where f, g, h, k are all functions of the radial/holographic coordinate r; σ1,2 parameterize a
two-sphere S2 and ω1,2,3 parameterize a three-sphere S3. These ω1,2,3 are su(2) left-invariant
one-forms satisfying the Maurer-Cartan relations:
dωi = −1
2
jikωj ∧ ωk . (2.4)
The set of S2 one-forms σ1,2 can be completed with a third one σ3, such that they mimic the
S3 Maurer-Cartan algebra, dσi = −12ijkσj∧σk, although they are obviously not independent.
The one-forms Ai, Bi entering the fibration and the RR form then read:
A1,2 = a σ1,2 , A3 = σ3 ; B1,2 = b σ1,2 , B3 = σ3 , (2.5)
where a, b are also functions of r. Finally the two-forms Gi appearing in F3 can be written
as a gauge field-strength for Bi:
Gi = dBi +
1
2
ijkBj ∧Bk . (2.6)
For concreteness, let us show a coordinate representation for the left-invariant one-forms used
above. If we choose the usual coordinate system for the S2 and S3, {θ1, ϕ1} and {θ2, ϕ2, ψ}
respectively, we have:
σ1 = −dθ1 , ω1 = cosψ dθ2 + sinψ dϕ2 ,
σ2 = sin θ1 dϕ1 , ω2 = − sinψ dθ2 + cosψ dϕ2 ,
σ3 = − cos θ1 dϕ1 , ω3 = dψ + cos θ2 dϕ2 .
(2.7)
The CNP background is 1/8-supersymmetric and has consequently four Killing spinors that
satisfy the following projections:
 = τ1  , Γ12 = Γ34 , Γr345 = cosα + sinαΓ24 , (2.8)
where τ1 is the first Pauli matrix, α = α(r), and the Γa1a2··· are antisymmetrized products of
constant Dirac matrices in the natural vielbein frame for the metric (2.1):
ex
i
= efdxi , (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) , er = ef+kdr ,
e1 = ef+hσ1 , e
2 = ef+hσ2 ,
e3 =
ef+g
2
(ω1 − A1) , e4 = e
f+g
2
(ω2 − A2) , e5 = e
f+k
2
(ω3 − A3) .
(2.9)
The functions f, g, h, k, a, b, α characterizing the background are known1 as the solution of
a system of first-order ordinary differential equations, the so-called BPS system. This BPS
1For general Nc, Nf , the full solutions are only known numerically. Only the asymptotic UV and IR
behaviors are known analytically.
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system can be reduced to a second-order ODE, which we will call “master equation” since,
once it is solved, all the previous functions follow. This master equation is simpler if we
perform the reparameterization of the ansatz that was originally proposed in [18]. After this
reparameterization, the geometry will not be as transparent as in (2.1), where we can clearly
see an S3 fibered over an S2 (reason why we will refer to this CNP solution as the S2 × S3
case), but in turn, the analytic treatment of the solution is much simpler. The change of
variables reads as follows:
e2h =
1
4
P 2 −Q2
P cosh τ −Q , a =
P sinh τ
P cosh τ −Q , cosα =
P −Q cosh τ
P cosh τ −Q ,
e2g = P cosh τ −Q , b = σ
Nc
, sinα = −sinh τ
√
P 2 −Q2
P cosh τ −Q ,
e2k = 4Y , e2φ =
D
Y 1/2(P 2 −Q2) ,
(2.10)
where, of course, the new functions P,Q, Y, τ, σ,D depend only on r. Note there is one
function less than before. This occurs because α could be written in terms of the others as
a consequence of supersymmetry. In these new variables, the CNP solution reads:
σ = tanh τ
(
Q+
2Nc −Nf
2
)
,
sinh τ =
1
sinh(2r − 2r0) ,
D = e2φ0
√
P 2 −Q2 cosh(2r0) sinh(2r − 2r0) ,
Y =
1
8
(P ′ +Nf ) ,
Q =
(
Q0 +
2Nc −Nf
2
)
coth(2r − 2r0) + 2Nc −Nf
2
(2r coth(2r − 2r0) − 1) ,
(2.11)
where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to r, the terms with a zero subindex
are constants, and P is the solution of the following second-order differential equation:
P ′′ + (P ′ +Nf )
(
P ′ +Q′ + 2Nf
P −Q +
P ′ −Q′ + 2Nf
P +Q
− 4 coth(2r − 2r0)
)
= 0 . (2.12)
We will dub (2.12) as the master equation for the S2 × S3 case.
2.2 The ansatz
Inspired by (2.1), we write down an ansatz for a type IIB supergravity solution representing
D5-branes wrapping a hyperbolic two-cycle (recall that by this we mean a Riemann surface
with genus g > 1), plus a smeared set of Nf flavor D5-branes. The first guess would be to
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substitute the S2 appearing in (2.1) by an H2.2 However, we know that this S2 is not the
two-cycle the D5-branes are wrapping. The latter actually involves another S2 inside the S3
as well [19]. Then it makes sense to think that we need also to substitute the S3 by some
three-dimensional manifold that can accommodate the hyperbolic two-cycle inside it.
This substitution can be achieved by keeping basically the same ansatz as in the S2 × S3
case:
ds2 = e2f
[
dx21,3 + e
2kdr2 + e2h
(
σ21 + σ
2
2
)
+
e2g
4
(
(ω1 − A1)2 + (ω2 − A2)2
)
+
e2k
4
(ω3 − A3)2
]
,
(2.13)
F3 = −N˜c
4
∧
i
(ωi −Bi) +
N˜c
4
∑
i
Gi ∧ (ωi −Bi)−
N˜f
4
σ1 ∧ σ2 ∧ (ω3 −B3) , (2.14)
φ = 4f , (2.15)
where f, g, h, k are all functions of the radial/holographic coordinate r; but now we are using
a different set of left-invariant one-forms ωi, such that they satisfy the following Maurer-
Cartan relations:
dω1 = −ω2 ∧ ω3 , dω2 = −ω3 ∧ ω1 , dω3 = +ω1 ∧ ω2 . (2.16)
Notice the flip of the last sign with respect to (2.4). This choice will enforce the presence of
hyperbolic cycles. We are also using a different set of one-forms σi, that characterize the H2
in the same way as the σi characterized the S2, and once again mimic the algebra (2.16) of
their ωi counterparts: dσ1 = −σ2 ∧ σ3, dσ2 = −σ3 ∧ σ1 and dσ3 = +σ1 ∧ σ2. The one-forms
Ai, Bi entering the fibration and the RR form stay as in the S2 × S3 case:
A1,2 = a σ1,2 , A3 = σ3 ; B1,2 = b σ1,2 , B3 = σ3 , (2.17)
with a = a(r), b = b(r), but we have to modify slightly the definition of the gauge field-
strength:
Gi = dBi +
1
2
ijkBj ∧Bk , (i = 1, 2) ; G3 = − (dB3 −B1 ∧B2) . (2.18)
In what follows, we will use this vielbein base for the metric (2.13):
ex
i
= efdxi , (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) , er = ef+kdr ,
e1 = ef+hσ1 , e
2 = ef+hσ2 ,
e3 =
ef+g
2
(ω1 − A1) , e4 =
ef+g
2
(ω2 − A2) , e5 =
ef+k
2
(ω3 − A3) .
(2.19)
2Recall the Riemann surface can be later obtained from H2 by quotienting by a Fuchsian group Γ, and
this leaves locally the same metric as that of H2. See appendix C.
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Let us exhibit a definite coordinate representation for the one-forms ωi and σi above. First,
if we choose the metric of the Poincare´ half-plane H2 as it is customary: ds2 = dz
2
1+dy
2
1
y21
, the
following one-forms:
σ1 = −
dy1
y1
, σ2 = −
dz1
y1
, σ3 = −
dz1
y1
, (2.20)
play the same role as the one the σi played for the S2. Note that the σi are clearly not
independent, as it happened with the σi.
Then, to specify some coordinate representation of ωi, we should first know which three-
manifold they parameterize. This will be a squashed version of the universal cover of SL2(R),
that we will denote by S˜L2, as we discuss in Section 2.5. S˜L2 can be built as an S1 fiber
bundle over H2, which shows that a hyperbolic two-cycle can be accommodated inside it.
Choosing z2, y2 for the coordinates of H2 as before, and ψ as the coordinate for the fiber,
the ωi read:
ω1 = cosψ
dy2
y2
− sinψ dz2
y2
, ω2 = − sinψ
dy2
y2
− cosψ dz2
y2
, ω3 = dψ +
dz2
y2
. (2.21)
The range of these coordinates {z1, y1, z2, y2, ψ} do not bother us for the moment, since we
will eventually take a quotient of both H2 and S˜L2 by some freely acting discrete isometry
groups Γ and G respectively. These quotients need to be taken in order to generate the
higher genus surface from H2 and a compact space out of S˜L2. They are reflected on the
fact that in the ansatz for F3 (2.14), neither Nc nor Nf appear directly, but rather some
related quantities N˜c, N˜f . We will see in Section 2.4 what the relation is.
2.3 Supersymmetry analysis
We want our background (2.13)-(2.15) to possess four supersymmetries. That is, one eighth
of the thirty-two supercharges of type IIB supergravity should be preserved. As one can see
in (2.13), our space is of the formM4×wX6 whereM4 is four-dimensional Minkowski space,
X6 is a six-dimensional manifold and ×w means a warped product. One way to dictate the
preservation of only four supercharges is to impose that our six-dimensional internal manifold
X6 be endowed with an SU(3)-structure. We are interested in having only the three-form
flux F3 non-zero, so our SU(3)-structure will be parameterized by one two-form J and one
three-form Ω. In the basis of (2.19), one can define the SU(3)-structure forms as:
J = er ∧ e5 + e1 ∧ (cosα e2 + sinα e4) + e3 ∧ (sinα e2 − cosα e4) ,
Ω = (er + ie5) ∧ (e1 + i(cosα e2 + sinα e4)) ∧ (e3 + i(sinα e2 − cosα e4)) , (2.22)
where, once again, α is a function of r only. G-structures are a way to express supersymmetry
in a geometrical form. So one can write the supersymmetry equations in terms of the SU(3)-
invariant forms J and Ω. The BPS system of first-order differential equations is then given
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by [20]:
d(e3f+φ/2Ω) = 0 , d(e4fJ ∧ J) = 0 ,
d(e2f−φ/2) = 0 , d(e2f+φJ) = −e2f+3φ/2 ∗6 F(3) ,
(2.23)
where ∗6 indicates the Hodge dual in the internal manifold. In addition, the SU(3)-structure
also plays a role when writing the action for the flavor branes. Indeed, supersymmetry is
equivalent to the SU(3)-structure in the case we are studying and the flavor branes are
supersymmetric. So it makes sense that the calibration form KD5 appearing in (1.3) can be
written in terms of SU(3)-structure forms, namely:
KD5 = e4fdx0 ∧ dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3 ∧ J . (2.24)
The system found from these equations can be obtained from the one found in [10] by
doing the following transformations:
eg → −ieg , eh → −ieh , a→ −ia , b→ −ib , Nc → N˜c , Nf → N˜f .
(2.25)
However, we can directly study it after making the following redefinitions for our functions:
e2h = −1
4
P 2 −Q2
P cosh τ −Q , a =
P sinh τ
P cosh τ −Q , cosα = −
P −Q cosh τ
P cosh τ −Q ,
e2g = −P cosh τ +Q , b = σ
N˜c
, sinα =
sinh τ
√
P 2 −Q2
P cosh τ −Q ,
e2k = 4Y , e2φ =
D
Y 1/2(P 2 −Q2) ,
(2.26)
where of course the new functions P,Q, Y, τ, σ,D depend only on r. Note the change of sign
in the transformation of e2g and e2h as compared to (2.10).
In terms of those new functions, the BPS system can be written as
P ′ = 8Y − N˜f ,(
Q
cosh τ
)′
=
2N˜c − N˜f
cosh2 τ
,
d
dr
log
(
D√
P 2 −Q2
)
= 2 cosh τ ,
d
dr
log
(
D√
Y
)
=
16Y P
P 2 −Q2 ,
τ ′ + 2 sinh τ = 0 ,
σ = tanh τ
(
Q+
2N˜c − N˜f
2
)
.
(2.27)
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This BPS system is identical (barring the tildes in N˜c, N˜f ) to the one of the S2 × S3 case,
and it is solved in the same manner:
σ = tanh τ
(
Q+
2N˜c − N˜f
2
)
,
sinh τ =
1
sinh(2r − 2r0) ,
D = e2φ0
√
P 2 −Q2 cosh(2r0) sinh(2r − 2r0) ,
Y =
1
8
(
P ′ + N˜f
)
,
Q =
(
Q0 +
2N˜c − N˜f
2
)
coth(2r − 2r0) + 2N˜c − N˜f
2
(2r coth(2r − 2r0) − 1) .
(2.28)
And we then remain with a second-order differential equation:
P ′′ + (P ′ + N˜f )
(
P ′ +Q′ + 2N˜f
P −Q +
P ′ −Q′ + 2N˜f
P +Q
− 4 coth(2r − 2r0)
)
= 0 . (2.29)
The search for solutions boils down to solving this master equation3, which is, apart from
the change Nf → N˜f , identical to the master equation of the S2 × S3 case (2.12). However,
it is important to notice that in the case at hand, in order for the transformation (2.26) and
the solution (2.28) to be well-defined, we are looking for solutions such that
Q ≥ P cosh τ , P 2 ≥ Q2 , P ′ + N˜f ≥ 0 , (2.30)
which makes the solutions of this H2 × S˜L2 case behave very differently from their S2 × S3
relatives.
2.4 Brane setup
Let us briefly discuss the brane configuration our background (2.13)-(2.14) is describing.
The idea is that we have Nc D5-branes (the so-called color branes), wrapping a hyperbolic
two-cycle inside a Calabi-Yau threefold. When we take this number Nc to be very large,
plus a near-horizon limit, the Calabi-Yau threefold undergoes a geometric transition and the
branes dissolve into flux [22]. The resulting internal manifold preserves the SU(3)-structure,
and topologically is an interval times
H2
Γ
× S˜L2
G
, as sketched below:
[rIR, rUV ] H2/Γ S˜L2/G
r z1, y1 z2, y2, ψ
3It can be checked that, as expected, the fulfillment of the equations of motion of type IIB supergravity
is implied by the fulfillment of this master equation and the Bianchi identity violation [21].
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From the general geometric transition picture, one would expect to find a vanishing hyper-
bolic two-cycle in the IR, which by analogy with what happens in the MN solution should
read4 z1 = z2, y1 = −y2, ψ = pi; and a blown-up three-cycle pervaded by the three-from flux.
A good choice for this three-cycle is S˜L2, and what remains from the initial Nc branes is the
flux quantization condition:
−Nc = 1
2κ2(10)TD5
∫
S˜L2
ı∗(F(3)) = −N˜c Vol(S˜L2)
2pi2
, (2.31)
where we are abusing notation and denoting by S˜L2 the actual appropriate compact quotient
S˜L2/G. The volume is to be understood as taking into account possible winding effects. The
inclusion of this submanifold in the ten-dimensional background, used for the pullback, has
been denoted by ı. Note that from here we get:
N˜c =
2pi2
Vol(S˜L2)
Nc. (2.32)
As for the relation between N˜f and Nf , it can be obtained by looking at the violation
of the Bianchi identity. As in the CNP solution, the N˜f in (2.14) is accounting for a set
of Nf D5-branes extended along (r, ψ) plus Minkowski coordinates
5 (with the transverse
coordinates being constant), and homogeneously smeared over the space transverse to them.
Thus, the violation of the Bianchi identity should read:
dF3 = −2κ2(10)TD5
Nf
Vol(H2 ×H2)ωVol(H2×H2) , (2.33)
where by ωVol we denote the volume form, and we are abusing notation once again by having
H2 stand for the quotient H2/Γ. There are two H2’s in (2.33). Recalling the sketchy table
above, one is characterized by (z1, y1), and the other one, being the base space of S˜L2 when
thought as a line bundle over H2, is characterized by the (z2, y2) coordinates. As we will see
later, it is possible to take simultaneously the same quotient H2/Γ in both of them.
From (2.14) we obtain:
dF3 = −N˜f
4
ωVol(H2×H2) , (2.34)
and the comparison with the previous equation (2.33) yields the relation we were looking
for:
N˜f =
(4pi)2
Vol(H2)2
Nf . (2.35)
4Actually there are two equivalent two-cycles, the other one being defined by z1 = −z2, y1 = y2, ψ = pi.
It can be checked that these two-cycles are indeed vanishing in the IR when we remove the flavors from the
solution. See Section 3.3.
5It is easy to see that this six-cycle is κ-symmetric, for instance by looking at the calibration six-form
(2.24), and checking that ı∗ (KD5) = ωVol(ı∗(g)).
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2.5 A geometrical remark
The way we substituted the S2 wrapped by the D5-branes in the CNP solution (recall this
S2 was extended along both the topological two-sphere and three-sphere present in this
solution) by a Riemann surface of genus g > 1, Cg, was by replacing in (2.1) the metrics of
the two-sphere and three-sphere by their “hyperbolic analogues”:
ds2S2 = σ
2
1 + σ
2
2 → ds2H2 = σ21 + σ22 ,
ds2S3 = ω
2
1 + ω
2
2 + ω
2
3 → ds2S˜L2 = ω
2
1 + ω
2
2 + ω
2
3 ,
(2.36)
where the one-forms σi, σi, ωi, ωi have been defined in the previous subsections. One can
notice that the metrics on the right-hand side of (2.36) represent non-compact spaces. The
way to get a hyperbolic compact space out of them is by performing a quotient by a discrete
subgroup of isometries. Such a quotient will leave locally the very same metrics of (2.36),
which will be therefore the metrics we have to use for Cg and for the S1 fiber bundle over Cg
respectively. How to perform this quotient is not important for the supergravity analysis,
and only some details of it are needed for the matching with the field theory, which have been
moved to appendix C not to deviate the reader. This construction of subspaces as quotients
by isometries of a bigger space is well-known in Geometry, and from it we can deduce that
in our case these bigger spaces are H2 and S˜L2 respectively. For the sake of completeness,
we comment a few words on this topic.
All closed (compact and with an empty boundary) smooth two-manifolds can be given
a metric of constant curvature. The uniformization theorem for surfaces provides a way to
realize this construction in terms of a so-called geometric structure. A geometric structure
on a manifold M is a diffeomorphism between M and a quotient space X/Γ, where X is
what one calls a model geometry, and Γ is a group of isometries, such that the projection
X 7→ X/Γ is a covering map. In the case of two-manifolds, there are three model geometries
(homogeneous and simply connected spaces with a “nice” metric): the two-sphere S2, the
Euclidean space E2, and the hyperbolic plane H2. Any surface with genus g > 1 is obtained
from the latter (see for instance [24]).
It is natural to ask whether there exists a similar classification in three dimensions. This
question has only been recently, and positively!, answered by G. Perelman6, who has proved
the Thurston geometrization conjecture [23]. One could naively think that the model geome-
tries in three dimensions are in correspondence with the two-dimensional ones: S3, E3 and
H3. But it is easy to see that these three are not enough since all of them are isotropic, and
there are three-manifolds like S2×R that are not. In 1982 W. Thurston proposed eight model
6Perelman’s works have become famous because of proving the Poincare´ conjecture, which says that
the only simply connected three-manifold that exists is the three-sphere S3, up to diffeomorphisms; this
result however was just a corollary of the much stronger statement he proved, the Thurston geometrization
conjecture, which classifies all the possible geometric structures on three-manifolds.
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geometries for the classification of three-manifolds, and proved that a large part of them ad-
mitted a geometric structure modeled on these eight geometries. The classification in three
dimensions is more complicated than in two dimensions since not all three-manifolds admit
a geometric structure, but it is always possible to “cut any three-manifold into pieces” such
that each of them does admit a geometric structure. This is the content of the geometriza-
tion conjecture. We found that a good account of these topics can be read in [24]; despite
not being completely up-to-date, it deals with a lot of the mathematical constructions we
are using.
It is clear that the construction of a geometric structure is appealing to us, since the
manifold parameterized by the ωi’s in (2.13) will be precisely realized as a quotient of a
model geometry by a discrete group of isometries. In order to know which of the eight model
geometries we are dealing with, we can resort to the relation between these eight geometries
and the Bianchi groups: seven of the eight geometries can be realized as a simply-connected
three-dimensional Lie group (which were classified by Bianchi) with a left-invariant metric.
From this construction (see for instance [25] for details) it follows that the metric
ds2 = (ω1)
2 + (ω2)
2 + (ω3)
2 , (2.37)
corresponds to the Thurston model geometry S˜L2, since the algebra of the ωi’s relates to
the type VIII Bianchi algebra.
3 Solutions for the case H2 × S˜L2
We have not been able to find a general analytical solution of the master equation (2.29).
Of course it is easy to find numerical solutions, but no matter what values we use for the
initial conditions, the solutions always seem to exist only on a finite interval [r0, rUV ]. This
issue cannot be resolved by a redefinition of the radial coordinate, since the invariant length∫ rUV
r0
dr
√
grr will be finite for all the solutions. We will identify r0 with the deep IR, and
r → rUV with the UV. This identification will be made precise in Section 4.3.7
Despite the fact that we only found full solutions numerically, we were able to get analytic
expansions both in the IR and in the UV . Actually, as we will see, this will be enough to
extract all the physically relevant information (about the dual field theory) we want.
Below we present different expansions that correspond to different solutions of the case
H2 × S˜L2. As we prove in appendix B, because of the constraints (2.30), it is not possible
to obtain solutions for this case that extend all the way to infinity. We are restricted to
having the end of the space at a finite position rUV in the radial coordinate. Following
the arguments made in [18] for the possible types of IR and UV expansions, we found one
7Notice that rUV denotes the place in the geometry where our solutions stop being valid. It is the furthest
point along the RG flow we can probe in the dual field theory.
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expansion for the IR situated at r = r0 > −∞ and three different expansions for the UV
situated at r = rUV < ∞. Restricting ourselves to Frobenius series, it seems that no other
consistent expansions can be found. Without loss of generality, we choose rUV = 0, so we
automatically have r0 < 0.
In addition to presenting each time the solution for the function P , we are also going to
translate the results back to the original functions a, g, h, k and φ in order to make it easier
to get an idea of the background and to compare with other results in the literature.
3.1 Expansions in the IR
Let us first start by describing the unique infrared expansion, around r = r0. For Q not to
have a pole there8, one needs to impose first Q0 = −2N˜c−N˜f2 (1 + 2r0). Then one finds that
the expansion for the function P is:
P =P0 − N˜f (r − r0) + 4
3
c3+P
2
0 (r − r0)3 − 2c3+N˜fP0(r − r0)4 +
4
5
c3+
(
N˜2f +
4
3
P 20
)
(r − r0)5
+O ((r − r0)6) ,
(3.1)
where P0 and c+ are free constants that need to obey P0 < 0 and c+ > 0, in order to satisfy
the consistency conditions (2.30) imposed on the solutions of the master equation. The
functions in the metric are then
e2h = −P0
2
(r − r0) + 1
2
N˜f (r − r0)2 + 2
3
P0(r − r0)3 +O
(
(r − r0)4
)
,
e2g = −P0
2
(r − r0)−1 + N˜f
2
− 2
3
P0(r − r0) +O
(
(r − r0)2
)
,
e2k = 2c3+P
2
0 (r − r0)2 − 4c3+N˜fP0(r − r0)3 +
2
3
c3+(3N˜
2
f + 4P
2
0 )(r − r0)4 +O
(
(r − r0)5
)
,
e4φ−4φIR = 1 +
4N˜f
P0
(r − r0) +
10N˜2f
P 20
(r − r0)2 +
(
20N˜3f
P 30
− 8N˜f
3P0
− 8c
3
+P0
3
)
(r − r0)3
+O ((r − r0)4) ,
a = 1− 2(r − r0)2 − 4
3P0
(N˜f − 2N˜c)(r − r0)3 +O
(
(r − r0)4
)
.
(3.2)
Looking at these expressions, one notices that in the IR (at r = r0) the dilaton is finite, e
2h
and e2k go to 0, while e2g goes to infinity. The issue of the singularity of the solutions in the
IR will be addressed later in Section 3.3. Let us now present the different possibilities for
the UV.
8Notice that this condition follows from the constraint on P and Q for this case: if Q has a pole, P must
have a pole too, with negative residue, but this is not possible to achieve for finite r because of the P ′ ≥ −N˜f
constraint.
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3.2 Expansions in the UV
In this section, we present three different possibilities for the UV expansions, that we can
group into two classes, class I and class II, for reasons that become apparent when we look
at the behavior of the metric functions in each of them. The interpretation of the different
UV’s is discussed in Section 4.1. As we previously mentioned, all the UV’s happen at finite
rUV , that we can choose to be rUV = 0. So in the following, the expansions are around 0 and
for r < 0. As we are looking for a solution that has a space ending in r = rUV , we search
solutions where some function in the metric either goes to zero, or to infinity at rUV . Each
of the following expansions will have a different function having this behavior.
Let us note that one can find numerical solutions interpolating between the previous IR and
each of the following UV’s (see Figure 1), so we are still working with Q0 = −2N˜c−N˜f2 (1+2r0).
Then we can expand Q as:
Q = b0 + b1r + b2r
2 +O (r3) , (3.3)
where
b0 =
1
2
(2N˜c − N˜f )
(
2r0 coth(2r0)− 1
)
,
b1 =
1
2
(2N˜c − N˜f )4r0 − sinh(4r0)
sinh2(2r0)
,
b2 = (4N˜c − 2N˜f )2r0 cosh(2r0)− sinh(2r0)
sinh3(2r0)
.
(3.4)
Let us now detail the three different expansions and give their domain of validity.
First UV The first possible expansion for P is:
P =Q+ h1(−r)1/2 + 1
6b0
(− h21 + 12b0(b1 + N˜f ))(−r)
+
h1
72b20
(
5h21 − 6b0(5b1 + 2N˜f ) + 72b20 coth(2r0)
)
(−r)3/2 +O ((−r)2) . (3.5)
With this, the functions in the metric are
e2h =
h1
2 + coth(r0) + tanh(r0)
(−r)1/2
+
h21 + 6b0(b1 + N˜f ) + coth(2r0)
(− 2h21 + 6b0(b1 + N˜f ))
6b0
(
1 + coth(2r0)
)2 (−r) +O ((−r)3/2) ,
e2g = b0
(
1 + coth(2r0)
)
+ h1 coth(2r0)(−r)1/2 +O ((−r)) ,
e2k = −h1
4
(−r)−1/2 + h
2
1 − 6b0(b1 + N˜f )
12b0
+O ((−r)1/2) ,
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e4φ−4φUV = 1− 4(b1 + N˜f )
h1
(−r)1/2 +O ((−r)) ,
a = cosh(2r0)− sinh(2r0) + h1
b0
(
sinh(2r0) + cosh(2r0)
)2 (−r)1/2 +O ((−r)) . (3.6)
This is only valid for N˜f > 2N˜c (which gives b0 < 0) and h1 < 0. We have b1 + N˜f > 0 so
the dilaton decreases towards the UV and is finite. We also have
e4φIR−4φUV = − b0h
2
1
c3+P
4
0 sinh
2(2r0)
. (3.7)
We have e2h going to 0 while e2k goes to infinity at the UV.
Second UV We present now the second possibility for the UV. The expansion for P in
that case is
P =−Q+ h1(−r)1/2 + 1
6b0
(
h21 + 12b0(N˜f − b1)
)
(−r)
+
h1
72b20
(
5h21 − 6b0(5b1 − 2N˜f ) + 72b20 coth(2r0)
)
(−r)3/2 +O ((−r)2) . (3.8)
Looking at the metric, it gives that
e2h =
h1
−2 + coth(r0) + tanh(r0)(−r)
1/2
+
h21 + 6b0(b1 − N˜f ) + 2 coth(2r0)
(
h21 + 3b0(N˜f − b1)
)
6b0
(− 1 + coth(2r0))2 (−r) +O ((−r)3/2) ,
e2g = b0
(
1− coth(2r0)
)
+ h1 coth(2r0)(−r)1/2 +O ((−r)) ,
e2k = −h1
4
(−r)−1/2 + −h
2
1 + 6b0(b1 − N˜f )
12b0
+O ((−r)1/2) ,
e4φ−4φUV = 1 +
4(b1 − N˜f )
h1
(−r)1/2 +O ((−r)) ,
a = cosh(2r0) + sinh(2r0) +
h1
b0
(− sinh(2r0) + cosh(2r0))2 (−r)1/2 +O ((−r)) .
(3.9)
This is only valid for N˜f < 2N˜c (which gives b0 > 0) and h1 < 0. In that case we have
−N˜f < b1− N˜f < 2N˜c− 2N˜f . So if N˜c < N˜f , b1− N˜f < 0 and the dilaton decreases towards
the UV. Otherwise, if N˜f < N˜c, b1 − N˜f can be positive or negative depending on the value
of r0. So the dilaton either decreases or increases towards the UV. In any case, we have
e4φIR−4φUV =
b0h
2
1
c3+P
4
0 sinh
2(2r0)
. (3.10)
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We also have e2h going to 0 while e2k goes to infinity at the UV. We see that the qualitative
behavior of the metric functions in this UV is the same as that in the first UV. It makes
sense then to group them under one common class, that we call class I.
Third UV We now write the last possibility for the UV. The expansion for P is
P =− b0 + N˜f (−r) + P2(−r)2
+
P2
3b0(N˜f − b1)
(
b21 − N˜2f + 2b0(b2 − 3P2)− 8b0(b1 − N˜f ) coth(2r0)
)
(−r)3 +O ((−r)4) .
(3.11)
This leads to
e2h =
b1 − N˜f
2− coth(r0)− tanh(r0)(−r) +O
(
(−r)2) ,
e2g = b0
(
1− coth(2r0)
)
+
(
2b0 coth
2(2r0)− 2b0 + N˜f coth(2r0)− b1)(−r) +O
(
(−r)2) ,
e2k = −P2(−r)
− P2
2b0(N˜f − b1)
(
b21 − N˜2f + 2b0(b2 − 3P2)− 8b0(b1 − N˜f ) coth(2r0)
)
(−r)2 +O ((−r)3) ,
e4φ =
c3+P
4
0
8
e4φ0
8 cosh2(r0) sinh
2(r0)
b0P2(N˜f − b1)
(−r)−2
+
c3+P
4
0
8
e4φ0
2
(
N˜2f − b21 + 2b0(P2 − b2)
)
sinh2(2r0)
b20P2(b1 − N˜f )2
(−r)−1 +O ((−r)0) ,
a = cosh(2r0) + sinh(2r0) +
N˜f − b1 + 2b0
(− 1 + coth(2r0))
b0 sinh(2r0)
(− 1 + coth(2r0))2 (−r) +O ((−r)2) .
(3.12)
This case is valid only for N˜f < 2N˜c (which gives b0 > 0), P2 < 0 and b1 − N˜f > 0. This
second condition requires N˜f < N˜c and depends on the value of r0 (see previous section).
For this UV, e2h and e2k both go to 0 while the dilaton diverges. Notice that this is a
qualitatively very different UV behavior than the one we found in the UV’s of class I. That
is why we put the third UV in a different class: class II. Figure 1 shows the difference of
behavior of the functions in the metric between the two classes of solutions.
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Figure 1: Plots of the functions e2g, e2h, e2k and e4φ. On the left, the plots are of class I
solutions, while on the right they are of class II.
3.3 Comments on the IR singularity
In order to know whether the solutions for the H2 × S˜L2 case are singular or not in the IR,
we can look at the behavior of several curvature invariants around r = r0:
R =
N˜2f e
−φ0/2
2c3+P
4
0
(r − r0)−2 +
7N˜3f e
−φ0/2
4c3+P
5
0
(r − r0)−1
+ e−φ0/2
189N˜4f − 16N˜f (8N˜cP 20 − 9c3+P 40 ) + 128N˜2c P 20
48c3+P
6
0
+O ((r − r0)) ,
RµνρσR
µνρσ =
20e−φ0
c6+P
4
0
(r − r0)−8 + 52N˜fe
−φ0
c6+P
5
0
(r − r0)−7 +O
(
(r − r0)−6
)
.
(3.13)
From that, one can see that a generic solution is indeed singular in the IR, since the Ricci
scalar R ∼ (r−r0)−2. This was to be expected since we deal here with backreacting massless
flavors. Indeed, in our setup, we smear D5-branes that are extended in the radial coordinate
r from r = r0 to r = rUV . As the branes extend all the way to the IR, at r = r0, their
density diverges. Thus they must create a curvature singularity in the space. Notice though
that this is a good singularity in the sense that the metric component gtt = e
φ/2 is bounded
[3], but since P0 < 0, gtt grows towards the IR. We will comment on this point in Section
4.5.
However, in the unflavored case N˜f = 0, we see that the Ricci scalar goes to a constant
in the IR, meaning that the solution is better behaved than the flavored one. The same
happens for RµνR
µν . Indeed, the problem of the infinite density of branes is not present
anymore since we do not consider the addition of sources. Nevertheless, the solution is still
singular, as one can see by looking at RµνρσR
µνρσ. This singularity could have been expected
because of the presence of vanishing higher genus manifolds (which contain non-contractible
cycles) in the deep IR. It is a “better” singularity than the flavored one since this time, gtt
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decreases towards the IR. The field theories dual to both the flavored and the unflavored
cases are going to be studied in the following section.
4 Field Theory
In this section we would like to interpret several features of our H2 × S˜L2 solution in the
gauge/gravity correspondence picture. We argue that the field theory dual is of the SQCD-
type plus adjoint matter charged under the gauge field and self-interacting through a dan-
gerously irrelevant polynomic superpotential, and correspondingly displays a Kutasov-like
duality. Notice that this interpretation is only valid for energies smaller than the inverse size
of the cycle wrapped by the branes. Moreover, we compute several observables of the field
theory, that give us some insight on its IR and UV behaviors.
4.1 RG flow
In the gravity solutions presented in Section 3, we have one IR expansion but two possible
classes of UV asymptotics. Each possibility should correspond to a different six-dimensional
UV dynamics9. That is, we have different solutions, each with the same IR behavior. This
situation is once again an example of the universality principle. Indeed, looking at the UV,
we have different theories. But if one follows their RG flow, one notices that they all go to
the same IR theory (see figure 2). As mentioned in Section 3.2, each expansion is valid only
for a given range of parameters, like N˜f and N˜c. For example, the fact that the third UV
is valid only for N˜f < N˜c means that the dual field theory cannot exhibit Kutasov duality.
The differences between the two classes of solutions will be clear in the following sections,
when studying some of the properties of their field theory duals.
4.2 Seeing Kutasov duality
Our H2 × S˜L2 solutions are describing D5-branes wrapping Riemann surfaces with genus
g > 1. In the IR, one expects the theory on the branes to become effectively a four-
dimensional gauge theory and, as explained in the introduction, to have (g − 1) massless
adjoint fermions. We will provide in what follows some arguments indicating that we are
indeed dealing with gauge theories with adjoint matter. Note that our solutions are not
dual to Kutasov-like theories all the way to the UV, since they become eventually dual to
six-dimensional field theories.
9Since we are dealing with wrapped branes, as we move towards the UV, we will start to see the compact
directions the brane is wrapping, and the effective four-dimensional theory living on them will become six-
dimensional. I.e., the field theory in the IR will be “completed” with the dynamics of the KK modes to a
different theory in the UV. Notice that since the space has a UV singularity, one would ultimately need to
use string theory operations to make the theory UV complete.
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Figure 2: On this picture is represented schematically the classification of solutions in the
H2 × S˜L2 case and their RG flow.
Kutasov duality [8] is a generalization of Seiberg duality [13]. It states the equivalence of
two different N = 1 gauge theories in the IR. One is the “electric theory”, with gauge group
SU(Nc), Nf quarks in the fundamental representation (and of course the corresponding Nf
antiquarks in the antifundamental), and a chiral adjoint superfield X with a superpotential:
W (X) = Tr
k∑
l=1
glX
l+1 , (4.1)
where k is an integer. The other one is the “magnetic theory”. It is similar, having Nf
quarks (and Nf antiquarks), and an adjoint chiral superfield Y , but the gauge group is
SU(kNf −Nc), and we also have N2f mesons. Kutasov duality gives a prescription for what
the superpotential for Y is (it is of the type (4.1)), and for how to build the magnetic mesons
out of the electric quarks.
If one sets k = 1, then (4.1) is just a mass term for X, implying that X can be integrated
out in the IR; and one is left with usual SQCD, for which Seiberg duality applies. The way
one was able to see a geometric realization of Seiberg duality in the CNP solution, was to
notice that the BPS equations of the supergravity system remained the same10 under the
change:
Nc → Nf −Nc , Nf → Nf . (4.2)
Indeed, under this change, the only functions changing are Q → −Q , σ → −σ, and this
clearly leaves invariant the master equation (2.12). In the ten-dimensional geometry, Seiberg
duality is equivalent to a swap of the two-spheres present in the S2 × S3 geometry.
It is easy to see that in our case, the master equation (2.29) possesses the symmetry:
N˜c → N˜f − N˜c , N˜f → N˜f . (4.3)
10There is a little subtlety here. In principle Seiberg duality relates two different theories in the IR, while
here it would seem that the two theories related by Seiberg duality are the same. In fact, the CNP solution
is dual to SU(Nc) SQCD with a quartic superpotential (generated after integrating out the KK modes), and
this theory is actually Seiberg self-dual (see [26] for a nice review). We expect a similar phenomenon for
Kutasov duality to happen in this case.
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If we take into account relations (2.32) and (2.35), we can rephrase this symmetry as:
Nc → 8Vol(S˜L2)
Vol(H2)2
Nf −Nc , Nf → Nf . (4.4)
Calling k = 8Vol(S˜L2)
Vol(H2)2
, we see that we get precisely the transformation needed for Kutasov
duality. Taking into account the way we perform the quotients, we find that
k =
q
g − 1 , (4.5)
where g is the genus and q is a rational number. The details of this derivation are in appendix
C. k can be made an integer by choosing g and q appropriately. Unfortunately, the relation
between the quotienting and the generation of the TrXk+1 superpotential is not completely
clear to us; we think it might be related to the number of times the color branes wrap the
hyperbolic cycle, as explained in the appendix. The geometrical interpretation of Kutasov
duality here would be the swap of the two H2’s (their quotients to be more precise) present
in the geometry (2.13). Notice that this duality only makes sense when N˜f > N˜c, and
exchanges 2N˜c− N˜f → N˜f − 2N˜c. In particular, it means that it will take one solution with
the asymptotics of the 1st UV (3.6) into one with the asymptotics of the 2nd UV (3.9); and
that it is not possible to perform Kutasov duality on a solution with the asymptotics of class
II. Moreover, performing a second duality gives back the original solution, analogous to what
happens for Seiberg duality in CNP.
4.3 UV behavior of the theory
From the field theory side, not much is known about the UV of the theories displaying
Kutasov duality. The fact that in (4.1) TrXk+1 is an irrelevant operator puts these theories
in need of a UV completion if they are to be well-defined. Moreover, the general expectation
from the NSVZ β-function is that we might come across a Landau pole. Since
∂gYM,4
∂ log µ
∝ g−3YM,4 (3Nc −Nadj(1− γadj)−Nf (1− γf )) , (4.6)
where Nadj is the number of chiral adjoints, and the γ’s are the anomalous dimensions; we
see that the adjoints will be generically pushing towards a Landau pole, in the same direction
as the flavors. It is not surprising then that our solutions are always singular in the UV. Let
us make a more precise statement.
The gauge/gravity duality provides us with a way of computing the β-function of a gauge
theory by examining the action of a brane probing the dual supergravity solution. In our
case, the computation is analogous to that carried out in [27, 19]. Take a D5-brane that
extends on M4 × Σ2, where Σ2 is the two-cycle defined in Section 2.4. We will also add a
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gauge field on the worldvolume of this brane Fµν , only along the Minkowski directions. Let
us first recall that Σ2 is defined as
z1 = z2, y1 = −y2, ψ = pi . (4.7)
A D5-brane wrapped on Σ2 will have an induced metric on its worldvolume that (in string
frame) reads
ds2ind = e
φ
[
dx21,3 +
(
e2h +
e2g
4
(1− a)2
)
dz22 + dy
2
2
y22
]
, (4.8)
and the brane action will be
S = −TD5
∫
d6x e−φ
√
− det[gab + Fab] + TD5
∫ (
C6 +
1
2
C2 ∧ F2 ∧ F2
)
. (4.9)
The WZ term C2 ∧ F2 ∧ F2 will give a theta term for the gauge field since the C2 will be
localized on the Σ2 manifold. Now, we compute the determinant and expand it to second
order in the gauge field to get, looking at that F 2 term,
S = −TD5
∫
d6x e−φ
√
g6
2
gµνgρσFµρFνσ
= −
(
TD5
∫
Σ2
dz2dy2
y22
)[
e2h +
e2g
4
(1− a)2
] ∫
d4xF 2 .
(4.10)
So, from here we read the gauge coupling of the dual field theory that will be, up to a
constant,
1
g2YM,4
∼
[
e2h +
e2g
4
(1− a)2
]
. (4.11)
If we now apply the change of functions from (2.26), we find
1
g2YM,4
∼ −Pe−τ . (4.12)
Starting from this expression, we can calculate the β-function for the inverse of the gauge
coupling:
β 1
g2
YM,4
=
dr
d log µ
(
d
dr
1
g2YM,4
)
. (4.13)
We are not going to take any precise expression for the relation between the radial coordinate
r of the gravity solution and the energy scale µ of the dual field theory, but different choices
would lead to different renormalization schemes. However, for consistency reasons, it has
to be a monotonically increasing function. Just looking at the derivative of the inverse of
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the coupling with respect to the radial coordinate, we can see two different UV behaviors
depending on the solution from Section 3.2 we are considering:
d
dr
1
g2YM,4
= −h1 tanh r0
2
√−r +O
(
(−r)0) for class I.
=
(
b0
cosh2 r0
− N˜f tanh r0
)
+O ((−r)1) for class II. (4.14)
We can then notice that, for class I UV asymptotics, the beta function goes to infinity at
r = rUV = 0, which could indicate the presence of a Landau pole in the field theory. Notice
this happens regardless of the presence of flavors, in accordance with the expectation that
the adjoints might overshoot the β-function. The third UV on the contrary leads to a finite
beta function even in the UV. Nevertheless, we can see that increasing Nf has the effect of
of raising the asymptotic value of the β-function, once more agreeing with the field theory
expectation that the flavors should push towards a Landau pole.
In the discussion above, it is important to take into account the following remark: the
field theory will never be concerned with the part of the space close to r = 0 because of
the behavior of the holographic c-function [28]. The latter is a quantity that was first found
by reducing the ten-dimensional action to five dimensions. It is related to the number of
degrees of freedom in the theory, which means that it must always increase when going from
the IR to the UV. Another way to obtain it, as explained in [30], is through the calculation
of the holographic entanglement entropy, where it appears as a prefactor. The holographic
entanglement entropy is computed as the volume of a minimal nine-manifold within a time
slice of the ten-dimensional background, where one of the Minkowski spatial directions spans
an interval. For computational details, it might be useful to have a look at [29]. In our case,
this volume is given by:
Sent ∼
∫
dx e2φ+2h+2g+k
√
1 + e2k
(
dr
dx
)2
. (4.15)
From here, one can read the so-called a-charge, related to the factor in front of the square
root as
3A = 2φ+ 2h+ 2g + k . (4.16)
Curiously, we have that 3A = log (D/2), where D was defined in the change of variables
(2.26). Finally, the c-function is defined in terms of the a-charge as
c =
1
(A′)3
. (4.17)
Here, we can first look at its behavior in the IR. It goes as
c = 27(r − r0)3 +O
(
(r − r0)4
)
. (4.18)
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So one can see that it starts growing from the IR, and it is actually independent from
the number of flavors at first order. Then one can look at the behavior of the c-function
numerically. For every solution, the c-function becomes infinite at some finite radius strictly
before r = 0 which we considered as the UV. It means that the field theories dual to our
solutions do not know about the whole geometry, but rather only about the part between
r = r0 and the position where the c-function blows up.
4.4 Domain walls
We are first going to look at the possibility of having domain walls in our theory, and study
their tension. We will model a domain wall (separating different vacua in the dual field
theory) by considering a five-brane that wraps a three-cycle inside the internal geometry.
We take this three-cycle to be
Σ3 = [z2, y2, ψ] , (4.19)
and the brane also extends along t, x1, x2 among the Minkowski directions. Then the induced
metric on the D5-brane is
ds2ind = e
φ/2
[
dx21,2 +
e2g
4
dz22 + dy
2
2
y22
+
e2k
4
(
dψ +
dx2
y2
)2]
, (4.20)
and its action is
S = −
[
TD5
e2φ+2g+k
8
∫
dz2dy2dψ
y22
] ∫
d2+1x . (4.21)
The tension of this domain wall object is given by the value in the IR (as these objects
exist in the IR) of the function inside square brackets above:
TDW =
TD5Vol(S˜L2) e
2φ0 cosh(2r0)
4
sinh(2r − 2r0)(Q− P coth(2r − 2r0))√
P 2 −Q2 . (4.22)
Using the IR expansion from Section 3.1, one can study the behavior of the tension of the
domain wall in the IR. It goes as
TDW ∼ TD5Vol(S˜L2) e
2φ0 cosh(2r0)
4
(
1 + 2(r − r0)2 +O
(
(r − r0)3
))
. (4.23)
So the tension of the domain wall goes to a non-zero constant in the IR. The presence of an
IR singularity casts some doubts on the validity of this result. If we believe the fact that a
good IR singularity does not spoil the physical meaning of this computation, the result would
mean that our theory has isolated vacua. It is interesting to notice that the IR behavior of
the domain wall tension does not depend on the number of flavors Nf . The reason for the
existence of isolated vacua in our field theory is less obvious than in the spherical case of
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CNP, where it was interpreted as a breaking of the translation invariance along ψ. In our
case, the function a goes to a non-zero constant in the UV, so this translation invariance
does not strictly exist even in the UV of our theory. But, as the constant towards which a
is going can be taken as small as one wants by moving r0 more and more towards −∞, the
translation invariance along ψ is still present approximately. Thus it is understandable that
the domain walls behave in the same way in both the spherical and the hyperbolic cases.
4.5 Wilson loops
Another observable of the dual QFT that should be captured by our geometry is the Wilson
loop. Wilson loops provide information about the long-distance behavior of the field theory,
whether it is confining, screening, etc. Through the gauge/gravity correspondence it will
give us some insight about the IR geometry.
In a gauge theory, from the expectation value of the Wilson loop in a particular configu-
ration, it is possible to extract the quark-antiquark potential. The standard lore [31] is that
this expectation value can be computed from the area of a certain fundamental string in the
supergravity dual to the gauge theory. The idea is to introduce a probe flavor brane (non-
compact and spanning Minkowski space-time) sitting at some r = rQ (rQ ∼ mQ is related
to the mass of the test quarks). We attach a string to this brane, whose ends correspond to
the quark and the antiquark, that will hang into the ten-dimensional geometry, reaching a
minimum radial distance rˆ0. We can then compute the energy E of the flux-tube between
the quarks as the renormalized area of the string worldsheet, and the separation L of the
quarks at the end-points of the string (measured in the Minkowski space-time) for different
rˆ0’s. We briefly summarize the relevant formulae. For details one can have a look at [32]
(see also [33] for related examples).
Define:
fˆ 2 = gttgxixi = e
2φ , gˆ2 = gttgrr = e
2φ+2k , V =
fˆ
Cgˆ
√
fˆ 2 − C2 , (4.24)
where C = fˆ(rˆ0) and we are using string frame. Then,
L = 2
∫ rQ
rˆ0
dr
V
, E = 2
∫ rQ
rˆ0
dr
gˆ fˆ√
fˆ 2 − C2
− 2
∫ rQ
0
dr gˆ . (4.25)
Several comments are in order. First, note that the formulae in (4.25) depend on rQ, that
can be interpreted as a UV regulator. Ideally one would like to take rQ → ∞, so that the
test quarks are infinitely massive and become non-dynamical. However, since our solution
never reaches infinity, we can set at most rQ = rUV . Actually, as shown in Section 4.3,
the connection with the dual QFT finishes before r = rUV . Nevertheless, one expects the
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Figure 3: Plot of the energy E of the Wilson loop, as a function of the quark separation L.
We can see a linear confining behavior. This plot corresponds to a solution with 2nd UV
asymptotics, with N˜c = 1 and N˜f = 0.
long-distance behavior of the Wilson loop to be independent of any UV cut-off. We will
critically analyze this claim in what follows.
Second, from the supergravity point of view, attaching a string to the probe flavor brane
we are introducing can be done whenever it is possible to impose Dirichlet conditions on the
string end-points. Notice that this condition is somehow also accounting for the stability of
the configuration, since it guarantees that we can locate a flavor brane at r = rQ, regardless
of supersymmetry considerations. For the type of ansatz of our geometry, as discussed
in [32], this is only possible when lim
r→rQ
V (r) = ∞. Notice that this only happens when the
asymptotics are those of the second class of UV’s (comprised just by the so-called third UV).
However, since at rUV we have a singularity, it is not clear that for rQ → rUV this condition
is very trustworthy, so we will drop it when performing the numerical computations and
analyze the ensuing results.
There are two clearly differentiated regimes in which we can compute the Wilson loop.
One is the unflavored background, and the other is such that Nf 6= 0. The field theory
expectations are different, and thus we analyze them separately:
Nf = 0 geometry The results are plotted in figure 3 for the asymptotics of the first class of
UV’s (necessarily the second UV type, since N˜f = 0) and in figure 4 (a) for the class II UV.
There is a striking difference between the two, since at first sight, one displays confinement,
and the other one does not. This difference is spurious though, as we now argue.
Recall the discussion in Section 4.1. As we move towards the UV, the wrapped compact
directions of the D5-branes will not be invisible anymore, and the gauge theory living on
the stack will become six-dimensional. The different UV asymptotics we have found should
be related to different UV dynamics of this six-dimensional gauge theory. Although one
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Figure 4: In (a) we plot E vs. L for a solution with third UV asymptotics. In (b) we plot
the corresponding c-function for this solution. Notice the plateau it shows. Both figures are
with N˜c = 1 and N˜f = 0.
would not expect the details of the UV of the theory to affect its IR properties from a field
theory point of view, our supergravity computation of the Wilson loop is quite sensitive
to these UV details; imagine this six-dimensional dynamics is not negligible anymore from
some scale on, given by rsplit with rIR < rsplit < rUV . In the plots of figures 3 and 4 (a), we
take rsplit  rQ ≈ rUV , so the string giving the Wilson loop is probing a large region of the
geometry concerned with this UV dynamics, thus rendering the results UV dependent.
The way to get rid of this issue is to shift rQ so that rQ . rsplit. One problem of this is
that the test quarks will become dynamical. In addition, we do not know in practice how to
determine the value of rsplit. We think that it might be possible to estimate its value looking
at figure 4 (b): the fact that the c-function shows a plateau might be signaling that, at the
beginning of it, something is changing in the dual field theory. If we identify this point with
the point where the six-dimensional UV dynamics is taking over, we have a definition for
rsplit. Performing the numerical integration taking rQ = rsplit, it appears that we recover in
class II the linear confining behavior in the quark-antiquark potential, observed in class I.
However, once the effects of the six-dimensional UV dynamics are separated, we still need
to perform a more thorough analysis of the deep IR. We have not been able to reach this
region with our numerical integration, which requires high computational precision. This
would not be very useful nonetheless: as we approach the IR singularity rˆ0 → r0, from the
asymptotics (3.2), it follows that V would behave as V ∼ (r − r0)−1/2. As proved in [32],
this will imply that the hanging string will develop a cusp near the singularity, making the
corresponding results unreliable.
As an aside note, we can also notice that, as the distance between the quarks tends to
zero, we observe a Coulombic behavior in figure 4 (a), but not in figure 3. We believe this
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Figure 5: The plot in (a) corresponds to the class I of UV asymptotics, while the one in (b)
corresponds to the UV of class II; both for N˜c = 2 and N˜f = 1.
is intimately related to the discussion above about Dirichlet boundary conditions. When it
is not possible to impose those conditions, the string end-points might not be representing
quarks, and then the universal Coulombic behavior is not necessarily observed. This remark
is only useful from a pure supergravity point of view, since the connection with the four-
dimensional field theory is finishing much before the region contributing to this effect, rUV −
 < r < rUV .
Nf 6= 0 geometry We give an example of the typical behavior for flavored solutions in
figure 5, where plots corresponding to both classes of asymptotics have been gathered. Let us
remember that for N˜f > N˜c we do not have a class II solution though. In this flavored case,
we expect a string-breaking length related to the string breaking into the lightest mesons by
pair production, which we observe both in figures 5 (a) and (b). For a discussion of the effect
of smearing on this breaking length, see [34]. Most of the comments made in the previous
Nf = 0 case apply here. So we might expect again that these plots are “contaminated” by
the six-dimensional UV dynamics. Here, unfortunately, we have not found a way to decouple
this effect, since the c-function is monotonically increasing, not showing any plateau. So the
previous result and the corresponding interpretation should be taken with a grain of salt.
Moreover, recall that the flavored solutions also have an IR singularity. According to the
criterion proposed in [3], the singularity is good in the weak formulation of the criterion
(since gtt ∼ eφ/2 is bounded), but it is bad in its strong formulation, since the dilaton
starts increasing as we move very closely towards the singularity (see (3.2)). Looking at
equations (4.24)-(4.25), we see that the string will not be able to probe this region in which
the dilaton increases towards the singularity, indicating the presence of some kind of IR wall.
Unfortunately, this is a very delicate effect and our numerics are not precise enough to see
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it.
Let us emphasize the main lessons we can draw from this section. Contrary to the usual
computation, the test quarks we use are dynamical because our space does not extend to
infinity. The results we obtain indicate a confining behavior of the unflavored theory. In
the case with flavors, we observe the expected string-breaking phenomenon due to the pair
production of quarks. However, no definite conclusion can be made due to the presence of
the IR singularity.
In the next section we leave the treatment of the H2 × S˜L2 case to explore other possible
internal spaces. The results that we will present in this following section are independent
from what we have done so far. For a summary of the results of the H2× S˜L2 case, one can
directly jump to the conclusions.
5 The H2 × S3 and S2 × S˜L2 ansa¨tze
In Section 2, one considered a class of metrics of the form (2.1) with the forms σi and ωi
obeying
dω1 = −ω2 ∧ ω3 , dω2 = −ω3 ∧ ω1 , dω3 = +ω1 ∧ ω2 .
dσ1 = −σ2 ∧ σ3 , dσ2 = −σ3 ∧ σ1 , dσ3 = +σ1 ∧ σ2 .
(5.1)
And we saw that the resolution of the whole system of equations of motion of supergravity
could be reduced to solving one single second-order equation, the master equation (2.29).
But instead of changing the Maurer-Cartan relations for both σi and ωi, one can think about
altering them for only one of the sets of forms. This leads to two new ansa¨tze, that we are
calling mixed cases. We preserve the same form for the metric, three-form and dilaton as in
(2.13)-(2.15). But we are going to take
dω1 = −ω2 ∧ ω3 , dω2 = −ω3 ∧ ω1 , dω3 = γω1 ∧ ω2 .
dσ1 = −σ2 ∧ σ3 , dσ2 = −σ3 ∧ σ1 , dσ3 = −γσ1 ∧ σ2 .
(5.2)
where γ2 = 1. If γ = 1, then we are in the case of having S2 × S˜L2, while if γ = −1 we
have H2 × S3. Although we preserve the same functional form for F3 as in (2.14), we will
generically11 denote the parameters N˜c → Nˆc and N˜f → Nˆf , since their proportionality
relation with Nc and Nf respectively, will be different than in the H2 × S˜L2 case. We can
apply the same treatment as in Section 2.3, but this time we define our change of functions
11Notice that the relation between for instance Nˆc and Nc will not be the same in the S2 × S˜L2 and the
H2 × S3 cases. We just use a common notation for convenience.
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as
e2h =
γ
4
P 2 −Q2
P cos τ −Q , a =
P sin τ
P cos τ −Q ,
e2g = γ (−P cos τ +Q) , b = σ
Nˆc
,
e2k = 4Y , e2φ =
D
Y 1/2(Q2 − P 2) ,
(5.3)
One can, as previously, write the BPS system of differential equations in these cases in terms
of the newly defined functions:
P ′ = 8Y − Nˆf , σ = tan τ
(
Q+
2Nˆc − Nˆf
2
)
,
τ ′ + 2 sin τ = 0 ,
d
dr
log
(
D√
Y
)
=
16Y P
P 2 −Q2 ,(
Q
cos τ
)′
=
2Nˆc − Nˆf
cos2 τ
,
d
dr
log
(
D√
Q2 − P 2
)
= 2 cos τ .
(5.4)
This system is quite similar to the one of Section 2.3, and it can be solved as follows:
σ = tan τ
(
Q+
2Nˆc − Nˆf
2
)
,
sin τ =
1
cosh(2r − 2r0) ,
D = e2φ0
√
Q2 − P 2 cosh(2r0) cosh(2r − 2r0) ,
Y =
1
8
(
P ′ + Nˆf
)
,
Q =
(
Q0 +
2Nˆc − Nˆf
2
)
tanh(2r − 2r0) + 2Nˆc − Nˆf
2
(2r tanh(2r − 2r0) − 1) .
(5.5)
And we are left with a second-order differential equation:
P ′′ + (P ′ + Nˆf )
(
P ′ +Q′ + 2Nˆf
P −Q +
P ′ −Q′ + 2Nˆf
P +Q
− 4 tanh(2r − 2r0)
)
= 0 . (5.6)
So in the end, in the mixed cases as well, the whole problem reduces to finding solutions of
the second-order differential equation (5.6). However, not all solutions of (5.6) are going to
be valid. Indeed, they need to obey some consistency relations:
P ′ ≥ −Nˆf , γ Q ≥ γ P cos τ , Q2 ≥ P 2 . (5.7)
The second condition depends on γ, so it means that solutions valid for S2 × S˜L2 will not
be valid for H2 × S3, and vice-versa.
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5.1 Exact solutions
In this section we present different exact solutions to the two mixed cases introduced above.
Each case has been shown to reduce to the study of the same master equation (5.6) for the
function P (r). Note however, that the conditions that P has to verify for each case are
different, forbidding applying one solution directly to a different case.
Exact solutions extending all the way to infinity seem to exist only in the particular case
where Nˆf = 2Nˆc. Under this assumption, we found two exact solutions for each of the mixed
cases: one that can be defined on the whole real line and that we will call type A solution by
analogy with the analysis carried out in [18]; and another that starts at a finite value r0 of
the radial coordinate, that we will call type N solution accordingly. We also present another
exact solution already known in the literature [4, 35], that is valid only for the H2 × S3 case
and Nˆf = 0.
5.1.1 type A solutions
If we first look at the case where r0 → −∞ (that is, we allow the radial coordinate r to take
any value in R), we realize that the master equation reduces to:
P ′′ + (P ′ + Nˆf )
(
P ′ +Q′ + 2Nˆf
P −Q +
P ′ −Q′ + 2Nˆf
P +Q
− 4
)
= 0 , (5.8)
where
Q = Q0 . (5.9)
The solutions we found for both mixed cases can be cast in the following way:
P = Nˆc −
√
Nˆ2c +Q
2
0 , Q0 = 4γ Nˆc
2 + ξ
ξ(4 + ξ)
, (5.10)
where ξ is a strictly positive constant. When γ = 1, then the solution corresponds to the
case of having S2 × S˜L2, while if γ = −1 the solution is valid for the H2 × S3 case. This
translates in terms of the functions in the background as:
e2h =
Nˆc
ξ + 2(1 + γ)
, e2g =
4Nˆc
ξ + 2(1− γ) ,
e2k = Nˆc , e
4(φ−φ0) =
ξ(4 + ξ)
4Nˆ3c
e4r .
(5.11)
These solutions are exact solutions defined for −∞ < r < ∞. They are singular in the IR
with eφ → 0. And in the UV, we have eφ → ∞. Despite the eφ → 0 singularity in the IR,
this is a “good” singularity according to the criterion of [3]. That is, the term gtt in the
Einstein frame metric is bounded and decreasing when approaching the IR. One could then
use those solutions to learn about the IR of their potential field theory dual. Let us now
look at solutions of type N, where r0 is finite.
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5.1.2 type N solutions
In the following, we write two exact solutions for the case where r0 > −∞, one for each
mixed case. Recall we are taking Nˆf = 2Nˆc, which seems to be the only scenario where
exact solutions with a good UV exist.
The solutions of the master equation read:
P = −Nˆc tanh(2r − 2r0) , Q0 = γ
√
3Nˆc . (5.12)
Notice that taking the limit r0 → −∞ gives a particular solution of the type A mentioned
previously. Once again the correspondence is γ = 1 with S2× S˜L2, and γ = −1 with H2×S3.
This means that the functions in the metric are
e2h = γ
Nˆc
2
tanh(2r − 2r0)
tanh(2r − 2r0) + γ
√
3
,
e2g = γNˆc tanh (2r − 2r0)
(
tanh (2r − 2r0) + γ
√
3
)
,
e2k = Nˆc tanh
2(2r − 2r0) ,
e4φ−4φ0 =
2 cosh2(2r − 2r0) coth4(2r − 2r0)
Nˆ3c cosh
2(2r0)
,
a =
1
sinh(2r − 2r0) + γ
√
3 cosh(2r − 2r0)
.
(5.13)
These solutions are exact solutions defined for r0 < r < +∞. However the dilaton goes to
infinity both in the IR (r → r0) and in the UV. This time the former is a bad singularity for
both mixed cases. So, despite being exact, which is never easy to find, these solutions are of
very little interest for our purpose, since they cannot have a well-defined field theory dual.
Dropping the Nˆf = 2Nˆc simplification, the following exact solution can also be found.
5.1.3 A solution without flavors
Putting Nˆf = 0 in the master equation, one can find the following exact solution:
P = 2Nˆc r , Q0 = −Nˆc . (5.14)
Looking at the constraints (5.7), it is obvious that this solution will only work for the H2×S3
case. Moreover, these constraints also imply that this solution will terminate at a finite value
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of r. In terms of the functions in the metric, the solution reads
e2h =
Nˆc
4
− Nˆc r2r + sinh(4r − 4r0)
2 cosh2(2r − 2r0)
,
e2g = Nˆc = e
2k ,
e4φ−4φ0 =
8 cosh4(2r − 2r0) cosh2(2r0)
Nˆ3c (1− 8r2 + cosh(4r − 4r0)− 4r sinh(4r − 4r0))
=
cosh2(2r0)
Nˆ2c
cosh2(2r − 2r0)e−2h ,
a =
2r
cosh(2r − 2r0) .
(5.15)
This solution will be defined in an interval [rIR, rUV ]. It is fully regular in the IR, and it
ends at r = rUV , where e
2h = 0 and the dilaton blows up.
5.2 Asymptotic expansions in the IR
We found, for both mixed cases, four possibilities for the IR behavior of the solutions. We
arranged them so that the first three expansions of each case all have a dilaton that diverges
in the IR. That creates a bad singularity, that is: none of those solutions will be gravity
duals to a field theory in the IR. Fortunately, the last expansion is better behaved in both
cases. All of the expansions stop before reaching r0, that is: rIR > r0.
In this section we are only going to present the different expansions for the function P .
The corresponding results for the functions g, h, k, a of the metric and the dilaton φ can
be found in appendix D. There, the origin of the conditions imposed on the integration
constants will be clear.
5.2.1 S2 × S˜L2 case
We are looking at expansions around rIR, that is such that rIR > r0. Without loss of
generality, we choose rIR = 0. So the following expansions are around 0 and for r > 0, and
we have r0 < 0.
First IR Let us first look at the function Q. We parameterize its expansion as follows for
convenience:
Q = b0 + (b1 − Nˆf )r + b2r2 +O
(
r3
)
, (5.16)
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where
b0 =
1
2
(
Nˆf − 2Nˆc + (Nˆf − 2Nˆc − 2Q0) tanh(2r0)
)
,
b1 =
1
2 cosh2(2r0)
(
4Nˆc − Nˆf + 4Q0 + Nˆf cosh(4r0) + (Nˆf − 2Nˆc) sinh(4r0)
)
,
b2 =
2
cosh3(2r0)
(
(2Nˆc − Nˆf ) cosh(2r0) + (2Nˆc − Nˆf + 2Q0) sinh(2r0)
)
.
(5.17)
As before, we first solve for the function P . Its expansion is
P = b0 − Nˆfr + P2r2 + P2 b
2
1 − 2b1Nˆf + 2b0(b2 + 3P2 − 4b1 tanh(2r0))
3b0b1
r3 +O (r4) , (5.18)
where P2 is an integration constant that has to be taken positive. This solution exists only
in the case of b0 > 0 and b1 > 0, which corresponds to having
Q0 >
e4r0
1− e4r0 (2Nˆc − Nˆf ) . (5.19)
Second IR In this paragraph, we study a second possible behavior of the functions in the
IR. Once again we start with the function Q. The expansion is parameterized differently
from before, again for convenience. Notice however that the function Q is the same:
Q = b0 + (b1 + Nˆf )r + b2r
2 +O (r3) , (5.20)
where
b0 =
1
2
(
Nˆf − 2Nˆc + (Nˆf − 2Nˆc − 2Q0) tanh(2r0)
)
,
b1 =
1
2 cosh2(2r0)
(
4Nˆc − 3Nˆf + 4Q0 − Nˆf cosh(4r0) + (Nˆf − 2Nˆc) sinh(4r0)
)
,
b2 =
2
cosh3(2r0)
(
(2Nˆc − Nˆf ) cosh(2r0) + (2Nˆc − Nˆf + 2Q0) sinh(2r0)
)
.
(5.21)
Then we solve for the function P . Its expansion is
P = −b0 − Nˆfr + P2r2 + P2 b
2
1 + 2b1Nˆf + 2b0(b2 − 3P2 − 4b1 tanh(2r0))
3b0b1
r3 +O (r4) , (5.22)
where P2 is an integration constant that has to be taken positive. This solution exists only
in the case of b0 > 0 and b1 > 0, which corresponds to having
Q0 >
e4r0
1− e4r0 (2Nˆc − Nˆf ) when Nˆc < Nˆf < Nˆc(1 + e
4r0) ,
Q0 >
Nˆf (3 + cosh(4r0))− 4Nˆc + (2Nˆc − Nˆf ) sinh(4r0)
4
when Nˆc(1 + e
4r0) ≤ Nˆf < 2Nˆc .
(5.23)
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Third IR Let us now look at another possible IR behavior. We use the same expansion
for Q as in the second IR discussion. Looking at P we see
P = −b0 + (b1 − Nˆf )r + b
2
1 + b1Nˆf + b0(b2 − 4b1 tanh(2r0))
3b0
r2 + P3r
3 +O (r4) , (5.24)
where P3 is an integration constant. This solution exists only in the case of b0 > 0 and
b1 > 0, that is, for the same ranges of values for Q0 as in the second IR case.
Fourth IR In this paragraph we study the last possible IR behavior. We use the same
expansion for Q as in the second and third IR discussions. But this time we change our
ansatz for the function P by taking
P =− b0 + P1r1/2 + 6b0(b1 − Nˆf ) + P
2
1
6b0
r
+ P1
6b0(5b1 + 3Nˆf ) + 5P
2
1 − 72b20 tanh(2r0)
72b20
r3/2 +O (r2) , (5.25)
where P1 is necessarily a positive integration constant. This solution exists only in the case
of b0 > 0, which corresponds to
Q0 > −1
2
(2Nˆc − Nˆf )(1 + coth(2r0)) . (5.26)
5.2.2 H2 × S3 case
We are now going to focus on the H2 × S3 case. As we said, we also have four different IR
expansions around rIR = 0, for r > 0 and with r0 < 0. Here we compile just the different
expansions for the function P .
First IR We choose to expand Q as in (5.16)-(5.17). Solving for the function P , we find
that its expansion is naturally given by (5.18) (recall the master equation is the same for
both mixed cases). What changes are the conditions we have to impose on the integration
constants. The integration constant P2 has to be taken positive. The corresponding solution
exists only in the case of b0 < 0 and b1 < 0, which in this case amounts to having
Q0 <
e4r0
1− e4r0 (Nˆf − 2Nˆc) when Nˆc(1 + e
−4r0) < Nˆf ,
Q0 <
1
4
(
Nˆf − 4Nˆc − Nˆf cosh(4r0) + (2Nˆc − Nˆf ) sinh(4r0)
)
when Nˆc(1 + e
−4r0) ≥ Nˆf .
(5.27)
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Second IR If we choose to expand Q as in (5.20)-(5.21), we find a second possible behavior
of the functions in the IR. Of course the function P will be given by (5.22). Here P2 has
to be taken positive, and this solution exists only in the case of b0 < 0 and b1 < 0, which
corresponds to having
Q0 <
e4r0
1− e4r0 (Nˆf − 2Nˆc) . (5.28)
Third IR Let us now look at another possible IR behavior. We use the same expansion
for Q as in the first IR. Looking at P we find that
P = b0 − (b1 + Nˆf )r − b
2
1 − b1Nˆf + b0(b2 − 4b1 tanh(2r0))
3b0
r2 + P3r
3 +O (r4) , (5.29)
where P3 is an integration constant. This solution exists only in the case of b0 < 0 and
b1 < 0, that is: for the same ranges of values for Q0 as in the first IR case.
Fourth IR In this paragraph we study the last possible IR behavior. We use the same
expansion for Q as in the first and third IRs. We will take for the function P the following
ansatz:
P = b0+P1r
1/2−6b0(b1 + Nˆf ) + P
2
1
6b0
r+P1
6b0(5b1 − 3Nˆf ) + 5P 21 − 72b20 tanh(2r0)
72b20
r3/2+O (r2) ,
(5.30)
where P1 is necessarily a positive integration constant. This solution exists only in the case
of b0 < 0, which corresponds to
Q0 < −1
2
(2Nˆc − Nˆf )(1 + coth(2r0)) . (5.31)
5.3 Asymptotic expansions in the UV
The solutions for the mixed cases can reach infinity, so we only focus on these good UV’s,
i.e., those reaching the region r → ∞. The results for both mixed cases are quite close to
each other. Contrary to what happened in the H2 × S˜L2 case, we have this time one good
UV, and only one. However, it is present only in the case where Nˆc < Nˆf < 2Nˆc for the
S2 × S˜L2 case, and when Nˆf > 2Nˆc for the other mixed case H2 × S3.
As for the IR expansions, we gather in this section just the expansions for P . To get a
better feeling of these solutions, one should check in appendix D the asymptotic behavior of
the functions g, h, k, a of the metric and the dilaton φ.
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5.3.1 S2 × S˜L2 case
We are now going to present the UV behavior of the system. First we look at the functions
P and Q. We find the following expansions, valid for r →∞:
Q = (2Nˆc − Nˆf )r +Q0 +O
(
r−1
)
,
P = −Q+ (Nˆf − Nˆc)
(
1− Nˆf
4Q
+ Nˆf
2Nˆc − Nˆf
8Q2
− Nˆf
16Nˆ2c − 13NˆcNˆf + 2Nˆ2f
32Q3
)
+O (Q−4) .
(5.32)
5.3.2 H2 × S3 case
We deal with this other case in a similar fashion as above. The UV asymptotics we found
for the functions P and Q, valid for r →∞, is:
Q = (2Nˆc − Nˆf )r +Q0 +O
(
r−1
)
,
P = Q+ Nˆc
(
1 +
Nˆf
4Q
+
Nˆf (Nˆf − 2Nˆc)
8Q2
+
Nˆf (16Nˆ
2
c − 19NˆcNˆf + 5Nˆ2f )
32Q3
)
+O (Q−4) .
(5.33)
5.4 Some comments on the solutions
Notice that in the mixed cases we have two quantities Nˆc, and Nˆf , which should be propor-
tional to Nc and Nf respectively. We have never mentioned what the relation is. Although
one could expect to have relations like (2.32) and (2.35), the reason for not having written
them down is that we are not sure of what the brane setup is in these mixed cases. In both
the S2 × S3 and H2 × S˜L2 cases, the color branes were wrapping a cycle that mixed some
coordinates of the two S2’s or H2’s present in the geometries. If this general feature holds,
it is not clear to us how to entangle the coordinates of an S2 and an H2. As a consequence,
not exactly knowing what Nˆc and Nˆf stand for, we have not pursued a further analysis of
the connection of these solutions with their field theory duals. In any case, we would like to
make a couple of remarks about them.
A good place to start a possible investigation of the field theory could be the solutions
of Section 5.1.1. Indeed, they are analytic well-behaved solutions, very similar to the one
found in Section 6 in CNP. The fact that the metric functions are constant might make it
easier to find a way to compute the gauge coupling, even if the cycle on which to wrap a
probe D5-brane is not clear. In the aforementioned solution of CNP, the gauge coupling is
constant, in accordance to the field theory expectation of a “conformal point” 2Nc = Nf .
One could try to learn about the field theory dual to our solution looking for an analogue of
this fact.
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Regarding the UV, the solutions for these cases are better behaved than their non-mixed
relatives, for it is possible for some of them to reach infinity, at least for some combinations
of Nˆc and Nˆf . In the IR, they can always flow to a geometry with a singularity of the good
type. It is also an interesting fact that exact solutions could be found in this case, at least
in the case Nˆf = 2Nˆc. When considering the unflavored setup Nˆf = 0, other exact solutions
exist, at least in the H2×S3 case; this can be somewhat related to the fact that one can uplift
on an S3 a D = 7 SO(4) gauged supergravity solution (see Section 7.2.3 of [4]). However,
this solution does not go all the way to infinity in the UV. We are not aware of a D = 7
gauged supergravity generated by the compactification of type IIB supergravity on a Bianchi
group (for M-theory this construction was done in [25]).
Finally, one can wonder if, due to the presence of hyperbolic cycles in the geometries, there
is some Kutasov-like duality here. In principle, the transformation Q→ −Q , σ → −σ leaves
the master equation invariant. However, if we look at the solutions with nice IR and UV
behaviors, we see that the Kutasov-like duality Nˆc → Nˆf − Nˆc , Nˆf → Nˆf will interchange a
solution of the H2×S3 case with one of the S2× S˜L2 case, and vice-versa. This complies with
the geometrical interpretation of this Kutasov-like duality as a swap in a given geometry of
the H2 and the S2. The fact that we are lacking the correct identification of Nˆc and Nˆf in
these mixed cases makes the field-theoretical interpretation of this fact far from obvious.
6 Conclusions
In this paper, we looked into the possibility of finding gravity duals to field theories exhibit-
ing a Kutasov-like duality. The existence of chiral adjoint superfields in the field theory
was ensured by having branes wrapped around cycles of higher genus on the gravity side.
That is why we studied supergravity solutions where the internal space contains hyperbolic
subspaces that, once properly quotiented, will have submanifolds of non-trivial homology.
More precisely, we investigated three possible types of internal manifolds containing a fibered
product of either H2 × S˜L2, S2 × S˜L2 or H2 × S3. We showed that the search for solutions
in each case could be reduced to solving a “master” equation, that is only one second-order
ordinary differential equation for a function P obeying some constraints. For the first case,
despite the fact that the master equation was the same as in previously studied cases, we
found that it was not possible to get solutions going all the way to infinity in the UV. The
end of the space introduces a singularity in the supergravity solution; that was expected from
the field theory which needs a UV completion. We presented several asymptotic solutions.
The solutions are singular in the IR, but it is always a good singularity. For the mixed cases,
we found several exact and asymptotic solutions. In the case Nf 6= 0, all of them have good
UV’s, but they are singular in the IR.
In Section 4, we presented some features of the field theories dual to the solutions of the
background H2 × S˜L2. After discussing the way our different supergravity solutions are
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related through RG flow, we looked at how Kutasov duality is implemented by a quotienting
of the hyperbolic spaces by subgroups. We showed that, depending on how these subgroups
are chosen, the k parameter of the Kutasov duality can take different values. We studied the
gauge coupling of the theory in the UV, matching some qualitative expectations from the
field theory, as well as the holographic c-function, discovering that one needs to put a UV
cut-off before the end of the space, due to the divergence of the c-function at a finite point
in the radial direction. We also investigated the domain walls and the Wilson loops. Those
calculations are not fully reliable because of the IR singularity. The domain wall tension,
which does not depend at first order on the number of flavors, indicates the existence of
isolated vacua. Concerning the Wilson loop calculation, the presence of the UV singularity
forced us to use dynamical test quarks. The results are different for the flavored and the
unflavored solutions. For Nf = 0, we obtain indications of confinement. For Nf 6= 0, the
flux-tube between the quarks can decay into mesons, which is reflected in the string-breaking
phenomenon we observe.
It would be interesting for the future to get more details concerning the field theories dual
to our solutions. In particular, to get a better handle on some loose comments we made
along the way, like for instance the way the superpotential for the adjoints is generated on
the supergravity side. The Nf = 0 solution has a particularly nice IR singularity, and it
could be interesting to investigate further details of it: e.g., the origin of the plateau the
c-function was displaying in this case. In addition, we have not said anything on the possible
duals to the solutions of the mixed cases. In those cases it is indeed much less clear how
to translate quantities from the gravity picture to the field theory. Even finding the cycle
wrapped by the branes is far from obvious. Finally, it could be interesting to specify a given
quotient of the hyperbolic spaces in order to study the dual field theory in more detail.
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A A different hyperbolic parameterization
We compile here an alternative explicit realization of the set of one-forms used in (2.20)
and (2.21) to characterize H2 and S˜L2 respectively. They mimic the ones used in [10] when
studying the S2 × S3 case.
σ1 = dz1 , σ2 = sinh z1 dy1 , σ3 = cosh z1 dy1 , (A.1)
would be the ones for H2, where we are using {z1, y1} as its coordinates, and the metric
reads as before: ds2 = (σ1)
2 + (σ2)
2. Using coordinates {z2, y2, ζ} for S˜L2, a possible set of
left-invariant forms is:
ω1 =
1√
sinh2 ζ + cosh2 ζ
(cosh ζ dz2 + sinh ζ sinh z2 dy2) ,
ω2 =
1√
sinh2 ζ + cosh2 ζ
(− sinh ζ dz2 + cosh ζ sinh z2 dy2) ,
ω3 =
1√
sinh2 ζ + cosh2 ζ
dζ + cosh z2 dy2 .
(A.2)
The metric of S˜L2 would still read as in (2.37). Notice that if we think of S˜L2 as a line
bundle over H2, we could identify the base H2 as that spanned by {z2, y2} and define a new
fiber coordinate by:
1√
cosh 2ζ
dζ = dψ ⇒ tanh ζ = tanψ , (A.3)
which in turn implies
cosh ζ√
cosh 2ζ
= cosψ ,
sinh ζ√
cosh 2ζ
= sinψ . (A.4)
This allows us to identify this coordinate ψ with the one used in (2.21). Notice that choosing
for ζ its maximum range, −∞ < ζ < ∞, it seems we only cover half of the range ψ has
(0 ≤ ψ < 2pi since it is parameterizing the complex line). This suggests that the coordinates
{z2, y2, ζ} may be just parameterizing PSL(2,R), which is known to be double-covered by
S˜L2.
B UV problem of the H2 × S˜L2 case
We will prove here that any solution of the master equation for the H2 × S˜L2 case (2.29)
will always break down at some finite value of r. Recall that in order for the solutions to be
consistent we need the following conditions to hold:
P ≤ 0 , |Q| ≤ |P | , P ′ + N˜f ≥ 0 . (B.1)
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Let us proceed by contradiction:
Assuming we have a solution extending all the way from some finite rIR to ∞, if we look
at the conditions (B.1) for large enough r, we easily deduce that
− N˜f ≤ lim
r→∞
P ′ ≤ 0 . (B.2)
Now let us focus our attention on the r → ∞ limit of the following piece of the master
equation:
P ′ +Q′ + 2N˜f
P −Q +
P ′ −Q′ + 2N˜f
P +Q
. (B.3)
We want to see that the limit of this piece is not positive. When 2N˜c = N˜f , which implies
that Q is constant, it is immediate that this limit is negative or zero in virtue of the con-
straints (B.1). In the 2N˜c 6= N˜f case, we can notice that these constraints imply that both
denominators are always negative, and also that the P ′ + N˜f piece is always positive. Since
asymptotically we have Q′+ N˜f ∼ 2N˜c, the first summand will give a non-positive contribu-
tion. The second summand is a little bit more troublesome, since −Q′ + N˜f ∼ 2(N˜f − N˜c)
asymptotically, and this could be negative if N˜f > N˜c. But actually, when N˜f > N˜c holds,
one can see that because of the last constraint in (B.1), the denominator P +Q goes to −∞,
and the contribution of this summand is null.
So we conclude that the r →∞ limit of (B.3) is not positive. We can then have a look at
the limit of the whole master equation (2.29):
Assuming that P is monotonic for large ρ, which is a sensible physical condition to impose,
one can rigorously prove that (B.2) implies lim
r→∞
P ′′ = 0 . Then:
0 = lim
r→∞
P ′′ = − lim
r→∞
[
(P ′ + N˜f )
(
P ′ +Q′ + 2N˜f
P −Q +
P ′ −Q′ + 2N˜f
P +Q
− 4 coth(2r − 2r0)
)]
≤
≤ −4( lim
r→∞
P ′ + N˜f ) .
(B.4)
The only possibility for satisfying this equation is to have lim
r→∞
P ′ = −N˜f . But actually this
is ruled out by the master equation as well. This can be seen by writing P = −N˜fr + p(r),
with p(r) tending to zero as r → ∞. The master equation could be solved asymptotically
and the leading behavior for p would be p ∼ e4r: a contradiction.
So the assumption that a solution of the master equation satisfying the constraints (B.1)
would exist all the way till r → ∞ leads us to a contradiction. Thus, any solution of the
master equation fulfilling our requirements will eventually break down.
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C How to quotient H2 and S˜L2
We briefly discuss in this appendix what are the possible quotients by discrete groups of
isometries we can perform on H2 and S˜L2, and what is the resulting value for the ratio
k =
8Vol(S˜L2)
Vol(H2)2
, (C.1)
which we have associated in Section 4.2 with the integer number appearing in (4.1), relevant
for Kutasov duality. Recall that in (C.1), the volumes stand for the finite volumes of the
quotients H2/Γ and S˜L2/G.
The quotients of H2 are very well known. The discrete subgroups Γ of its isometry group
PSL(2,R) are the so-called Fuchsian groups, and the resulting quotients H2/Γ are Riemann
surfaces of genus g > 1 of constant negative curvature R = −1. The volume of such a
quotient can be straightforwardly computed from the Gauss-Bonnet theorem:
Vol(H2) =
∫
ωVol(H2) = −
∫
RωVol(H2) = −2piχ(g) = 4pi(g − 1) , (C.2)
where χ is the Euler characteristic of the resulting Riemann surface.
The isometry group of S˜L2 might be less well known, but its structure can be deduced
from the exact sequence
0→ R→ I → PSL(2,R)→ 1 , (C.3)
where I is standing for the identity component12 of the isometry group of S˜L2. This means
that basically there are two types of isometries acting on S˜L2, that recall can be thought
as an S1 bundle over H2. One type comprises the isometries that rotate the S1, i.e., that
rotate the fibers through a constant angle, while covering the identity map of H2. This type
is parameterized by R. The other type is composed of those isometries that “rotate” the
base H2, and it is therefore parameterized by PSL(2,R). This “rotation” on the base also
induces a constant-angle rotation in each fiber S1.
The idea to retain from the discussion of the paragraph above, is that each quotient of
S˜L2 will be roughly a quotient of the base H2 times a quotient of S1. The quotient we have
to perform in the base H2 has to be equal to the one we performed in the other H2 of the
geometry. The only freedom left is to perform an extra discrete quotient in S1. We compute
the volume of S˜L2, including the effect of a winding number m of the color branes, as:
Vol(S˜L2) = m
∫
ωVol(S˜L2) = m
∫
ωVol(H2) ωVol(S1) = mVol(H2)Vol(S1) . (C.4)
12The isometry group of S˜L2 has two connected components and the other one simply contains the
isometries induced from the orientation-reversing isometries of H2.
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We already know the volume of the base (C.2). The volume of the S1, taking into account
the quotienting, will be Vol(S1) = 2pi
n
, where n is an integer. Then:
Vol(S˜L2) = 2pi
2q (g − 1) , (C.5)
where q = 4m
n
is a rational number. And coming back to (C.1), the k of Kutasov duality will
be, in terms of the quotient parameters:
k =
q
g − 1 . (C.6)
In general q ∈ Q, but for some particular configurations, this k will become an integer.
As we see, k is proportional to the winding number m of the color branes wrapping the
hyperbolic cycle. We think this might be the reason k is appearing in the superpotential for
the adjoint fermions in the dual field theory: as an adjoint can be thought as a zero-mode
of the B-field wrapping a particular cycle on the Riemann surface, the winding of the brane
would correspond to the adjoint self-interacting k ∼ m times.
D Details of the solutions for the mixed ansa¨tze
In this appendix we collect the details of the expansions for the functions in the metric and
the dilaton, for each solution found in Section 5.
D.1 Asymptotic expansions in the IR
These expansions complement Section 5.2.
D.1.1 S2 × S˜L2 case
First IR Using the expansion from (5.18), one finds
e2h =
b1
2 + 2 tanh(2r0)
r
+
−b21 + 2b0(2b1 + b2 − P2) + (b21 + 2b0(b2 − P2)) tanh(2r0)− 4b0b1 tanh2(2r0)
4b0(1 + tanh(2r0))2
r2
+O (r3) ,
e2g =b0 (1 + tanh(2r0)) +
(
b1 + 2b0(tanh
2(2r0)− 1)−Nf (1 + tanh(2r0))
)
r
+
(
b2 + P2 tanh(2r0) + (2Nf − 4b0 tanh(2r0))(1− tanh2(2r0))
)
r2 +O (r3) ,
e2k =P2r + P2
b21 − 2b1Nf + 2b0(b2 + 3P2 − 4b1 tanh(2r0))
2b0b1
r2 +O (r3) ,
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a = (sinh(2r0)− cosh(2r0)) + b1 − 2b0 (1 + tanh(2r0))
b0 cosh(2r0) (1 + tanh(2r0))
2 r +O
(
r2
)
,
e4φ =e4φ0
(
2
b0b1P2
1
r2
− 2b
2
1 − 2b1Nf + 2b0(b2 + P2)
b20b
2
1P2
1
r
+O (r0)) . (D.1)
We see that the dilaton is divergent in the IR, while e2h and e2k go to zero.
Second IR Using the expansion from (5.22), one finds
e2h =
b1
2− 2 tanh(2r0)r
+
−b21 + 2b0(−2b1 + b2 + P2)− (b21 + 2b0(b2 + P2)) tanh(2r0) + 4b0b1 tanh2(2r0)
4b0(1− tanh(2r0))2 r
2
+O (r3) ,
e2g =b0 (1− tanh(2r0)) +
(
b1 − 2b0(tanh2(2r0)− 1) +Nf (1− tanh(2r0))
)
r
+
(
b2 + P2 tanh(2r0) + (2Nf + 4b0 tanh(2r0))(1− tanh2(2r0))
)
r2 +O (r3) ,
e2k =P2r + P2
b21 + 2b1Nf + 2b0(b2 − 3P2 − 4b1 tanh(2r0))
2b0b1
r2 +O (r3) ,
a = (sinh(2r0) + cosh(2r0))− b1 + 2b0 (−1 + tanh(2r0))
b0 cosh(2r0) (1− tanh(2r0))2
r +O (r2) ,
e4φ =e4φ0
(
2
b0b1P2
1
r2
− 2b
2
1 + 2b1Nf + 2b0(b2 − P2)
b20b
2
1P2
1
r
+O (r0)) .
(D.2)
We see that as before, the dilaton is divergent in the IR, while e2h and e2k go to zero.
Third IR Using the expansion from (5.24), one finds
e2h =
b1
1− tanh(2r0)r
+
4b0(b2 − 3b1) + b1(Nf − 5b1)− (4b0(b1 + b2) + b1(7b1 +Nf )) tanh(2r0) + 16b0b1 tanh2(2r0)
6b0(1− tanh(2r0))2 r
2
+O (r3) ,
e2g =b0 (1− tanh(2r0)) +
(
b1 +Nf + (b1 −Nf ) tanh(2r0)− 2b0(tanh2(2r0)− 1)
)
r +O (r2) ,
e2k =
b1
2
+
b21 + b0b2 + b1Nf − 4b0b1 tanh(2r0)
3b0
r +
3P3
2
r2 +O (r3) ,
a = (sinh(2r0)− cosh(2r0))− 2 −b1 + b0 (1 + tanh(2r0))
b0 cosh(2r0) (1 + tanh(2r0))
2 r +O
(
r2
)
,
e4φ =e4φ0
(
2
b0b21
1
r
− 5b
2
1 + 11b1Nf + 8b0b2
3b20b
3
1
+O (r)
)
.
(D.3)
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We see that this time, the dilaton is divergent in the IR, while e2h alone goes to zero.
Fourth IR Using the expansion from (5.25), one finds
e2h =
P1
2− 2 tanh(2r0)r
1/2 +
−P 21 (1 + 2 tanh(2r0)) + 6b0b1(1− tanh(2r0))
6b0(1− tanh(2r0))2 r +O
(
r3/2
)
,
e2g =b0 (1− tanh(2r0)) + P1 tanh(2r0)r1/2
+
6b0
(
2b0(1− tanh2(2r0)) + b1 +Nf + (b1 −Nf ) tanh(2r0)
)
+ P 21 tanh(2r0)
6b0
r
+O (r3/2) ,
e2k =
P1
4
r−1/2 +
6b0b1 + P
2
1
12b0
+ P1
6b0(5b1 + 3Nf ) + 5P
2
1 − 72b20 tanh(2r0)
96b20
r1/2 +O (r3/2) ,
a = (sinh(2r0) + cosh(2r0))− P1
b0 cosh(2r0)(1− tanh(2r0))2 r
1/2
+
12b20(1− tanh(2r0))2 + 12b0b1(1− tanh(2r0)) + P 21 (1− 7 tanh(2r0))
6b20 cosh(2r0)(tanh(2r0)− 1)3
r +O (r3/2) ,
e4φ =e4φIR
(
1− 4b1
P1
r1/2 +O (r)
)
.
(D.4)
For this IR the dilaton is well-behaved. There is a good singularity at r = 0, and if one
wants in addition to have the dilaton decreasing towards the IR, one requires taking b1 < 0.
Moreover, e2h goes to zero while e2k diverges.
D.1.2 H2 × S3 case
First IR Here we find
e2h =− b1
2 + 2 tanh(2r0)
r
+
b21 − 2b0(2b1 + b2 − P2)− (b21 + 2b0(b2 − P2)) tanh(2r0) + 4b0b1 tanh2(2r0)
4b0(1 + tanh(2r0))2
r2
+O (r3) ,
e2g =− b0 (1 + tanh(2r0)) +
(−b1 + 2b0(1− tanh2(2r0)) +Nf (1 + tanh(2r0))) r
− (b2 + P2 tanh(2r0) + (2Nf − 4b0 tanh(2r0))(1− tanh2(2r0))) r2 +O (r3) ,
e2k =P2r + P2
b21 − 2b1Nf + 2b0(b2 + 3P2 − 4b1 tanh(2r0))
2b0b1
r2 +O (r3) ,
a = (sinh(2r0)− cosh(2r0)) + b1 − 2b0 (1 + tanh(2r0))
b0 cosh(2r0) (1 + tanh(2r0))
2 r +O
(
r2
)
,
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e4φ =e4φ0
(
2
b0b1P2
1
r2
− 2b
2
1 − 2b1Nf + 2b0(b2 + P2)
b20b
2
1P2
1
r
+O (r0)) . (D.5)
We see that as before, the dilaton is divergent in the IR, while e2h and e2k go to zero.
Second IR The expansions are:
e2h =
b1
−2 + 2 tanh(2r0)r
+
−b21 + 2b0(2b1 − b2 − P2) + (b21 + 2b0(b2 + P2)) tanh(2r0)− 4b0b1 tanh2(2r0)
4b0(1− tanh(2r0))2 r
2
+O (r3) ,
e2g =b0 (−1 + tanh(2r0))−
(
b1 + 2b0(1− tanh2(2r0)) +Nf (1− tanh(2r0))
)
r
− (b2 + P2 tanh(2r0) + (2Nf + 4b0 tanh(2r0))(1− tanh2(2r0))) r2 +O (r3) ,
e2k =P2r + P2
b21 + 2b1Nf + 2b0(b2 − 3P2 − 4b1 tanh(2r0))
2b0b1
r2 +O (r3) ,
a = (sinh(2r0) + cosh(2r0))− b1 + 2b0 (1− tanh(2r0))
b0 cosh(2r0) (1− tanh(2r0))2
r +O (r2) ,
e4φ =e4φ0
(
2
b0b1P2
1
r2
− 2b
2
1 + 2b1Nf + 2b0(b2 − P2)
b20b
2
1P2
1
r
+O (r0)) .
(D.6)
We see that in that particular case, the dilaton is divergent in the IR, while e2h and e2k go
to zero.
Third IR Using the expansion from (5.29), one finds
e2h =− b1
1 + tanh(2r0)
r
+
−4b0(b2 + 3b1) + b1(Nf + 5b1) + (4b0(b1 − b2) + b1(Nf − 7b1)) tanh(2r0) + 16b0b1 tanh2(2r0)
6b0(1 + tanh(2r0))2
r2
+O (r3) ,
e2g =− b0 (1 + tanh(2r0)) +
(
Nf − b1 + (Nf + b1) tanh(2r0)− 2b0(tanh2(2r0)− 1)
)
r +O (r2) ,
e2k =− b1
2
− b
2
1 − b1Nf + b0(b2 − 4b1 tanh(2r0))
3b0
r +
3P3
2
r2 +O (r3) ,
a = (sinh(2r0) + cosh(2r0))− 2 b1 + b0 (1− tanh(2r0))
b0 cosh(2r0) (1− tanh(2r0))2
r +O (r2) ,
e4φ =e4φ0
(
− 2
b0b21
1
r
+
5b21 − 11b1Nf + 4b0(2b2 + b1 tanh(2r0))
3b20b
3
1
+O (r)
)
.
(D.7)
We see that this time, the dilaton is divergent in the IR, while e2h alone goes to zero.
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Fourth IR Finally, using the expansion from (5.30), one finds
e2h =
P1
2 + 2 tanh(2r0)
r1/2 +
P 21 (1− 2 tanh(2r0))− 6b0b1(1 + tanh(2r0))
6b0(1 + tanh(2r0))2
r +O (r3/2) ,
e2g =− b0 (1 + tanh(2r0))− P1 tanh(2r0)r1/2
+
6b0
(
2b0(1− tanh2(2r0)) +Nf − b1 + (Nf + b1) tanh(2r0)
)
+ P 21 tanh(2r0)
6b0
r +O (r3/2) ,
e2k =
P1
4
r−1/2 − 6b0b1 + P
2
1
12b0
+ P1
6b0(5b1 − 3Nf ) + 5P 21 − 72b20 tanh(2r0)
96b20
r1/2 +O (r3/2) ,
a = (sinh(2r0)− cosh(2r0))− P1
b0 cosh(2r0)(1 + tanh(2r0))2
r1/2
+
−12b20(1 + tanh(2r0))2 + 12b0b1(1 + tanh(2r0)) + P 21 (1 + 7 tanh(2r0))
6b20 cosh(2r0)(tanh(2r0) + 1)
3
r +O (r3/2) ,
e4φ =e4φIR
(
1 +
4b1
P1
r1/2 +O (r)
)
.
(D.8)
We see that, this time, the dilaton is well well-behaved in the IR. In addition, e2h goes to
zero while e2k diverges.
D.2 Asymptotic expansions in the UV
The expansions that follow concern Section 5.3.
D.2.1 S2 × S˜L2 case
Using the expansion from (5.32), one finds
e2h =
Nf −Nc
4
(
1 +
Nf
4Nf − 8Nc r
−1 +Nf
2Nc −Nf + 2Q0
8(2Nc −Nf )2 r
−2
)
+O (r−3) ,
e2g =2(2Nc −Nf )r +Nc −Nf + 2Q0 +Nf Nf −Nc
8Nc − 4Nf r
−1 +O (r−2) ,
e2k =(Nf −Nc)
(
1 +
Nf −Nc
16Nc − 8Nf r
−2 +Nf
Nf − 2Nc − 2Q0
8(2Nc −Nf )2 r
−3
)
+O (r−4) ,
a =e−2r
(
1 +
Nc −Nf
4Nc − 2Nf r
−1 +
(Nf −Nc)(2Nc −Nf + 4Q0)
8(2Nc −Nf )2 r
−2 +O (r−3)) ,
e4φ−4φ0 =e4r
(
1
2 cosh2(2r0)(Nf −Nc)2(2Nc −Nf )
r−1
− 2Nc − 3Nf + 4Q0
8 cosh2(2r0)(2N2c − 3NcNf +N2f )2
r−2 +O (r−3)) .
(D.9)
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Here we notice that the dilaton and the function g diverge at infinity, while the functions
h and k go to constant. In addition, the function a goes to zero, which means that the
fibration between the S2 and S˜L2 disappears at infinity.
D.2.2 H2 × S3 case
Using the expansion from (5.33), one finds
e2h =
Nf − 2Nc
2
r − Nc + 2Q0
4
+
NcNf
16(Nf − 2Nc)r
−1O (r−2) ,
e2g =Nc
(
1 +
Nf
8Nc − 4Nf r
−1 +Nf
Nf − 2Nc − 2Q0
8(Nf − 2Nc)2 r
−2
)
+O (r−3) ,
e2k =Nc
(
1 +
Nf
8Nf − 16Nc r
−2 +Nf
2Nc −Nf + 2Q0
8(Nf − 2Nc)2 r
−3
)
+O (r−4) ,
a =e−2r
(
4Nc − 2Nf
Nc
r +
4Nc −Nf + 4Q0
2Nc
+
Nf (4Nc −Nf )
Nc(16Nc − 8Nf )r
−1 +O (r−2)) ,
e4φ−4φ0 =e4r
(
1
2 cosh2(2r0)N2c (Nf − 2Nc)
r−1 +
2Nc +Nf + 4Q0
8 cosh2(2r0)N2c (Nf − 2Nc)2
r−2 +O (r−3)) .
(D.10)
Here we notice that the dilaton and the functions h diverge at infinity, while the functions
g and k go to constant. We notice that a → 0 in the UV, effectively killing the fibration
between H2 and S3.
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